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PHILADELPHIA, PA., SEPTEMBER, 189! 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students oi 
M uaic. 
SnisoBimoii Rates, @1.60 me ¥eab (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 16 cents 
The courts have decided that all •on'bEeribara to newspapers are held 
responsible anti! arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
(illiifiQbtiau^IVVVVyyyvvVVVIvvvVvyvyyy VVyvy VlVVVeVvVV 
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in the study of music at an early age, The Franz Abt monument was recently unveiled at 
, Strassburg, where he was born in 183^. Brunswick, Germany. Wreaths from all parts of the 
country in 1856, and after sis years of empire were placed upon it, and some of Abt’s songs 
in Cincinnati, he went to New York, were sung by the united singing societies. 
Sr If muI““R0rt.leogn»1pol. At tbo thirteenth Handel Festival, recent!/ held at 
aosefof eneoJS the Crystal Palace,. Leaden, England, tie orchestra 
P P * numbered 508 musicians and the chorus 3033 voices. 
Mmes, Nordica, Belle Cole and Albani, and Messrs. 
Foreign. Santley and Lloyd were among the soloists. 
written a book on Japanese art. Mme. Patti’s theatre at Craig-y-Nos, was opened on 
, , . „ .. , , August 12th. The orchestra and chorus were furnished 
o have annual mnsie festivals in intnre. ^y Welsh musical societies. Mme. Patti was supported 
hi and Conrad Behrens sang at a concert by Nicolini in scenes from “Faust” and “ Traviata.” 
Mme. Yalda and others assisted, and Signor/vArditi 
conducted. The theatre seats 300 persons* 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Ham®.-D. Tsetbar, Box 2920, New York City.] 
» Home. 
John S. Van Clevb has been appointed. Dean of the 
Wesleyan Woman’s College, of Cincinnati. ? 
Strauss will arrive in America nest April, and make j 
a tour of three months with hi a orchestra. ; 
Albert G. Thies and Miss Louise Gerard have re¬ 
turned from a successful concert tour in England. 
Wardner Williams conducted the Summer Musical 
School at Avon-on-the-Sea, during July and August. 
William H. Sherwood and Hugh Kelso, Jr., con- 
ducted tiie Piano Department of the Chautauqua Sum¬ 
mer School of Music, this season. 
The Boston pianist, Carlyle Petersilea, will give^Bi'x 
Falstaff. 
ffering from a disease of the heart, which ■ £ FALSE IDEA 0QERE0TED 
ittei >’ ion ft • n the worl ' ___ 
iship. of Physiology and Hygiene of the £ professor of music, a teacher of repu 
created at the Paris Conservatoire. this to say: “No greater mistake is made 
has completed his grand opera, « Boab- committed by most parents Regard to their 
' been accepted by the Berlin Opera. Ir^otb^ilTL^ty'tid 
, Joachim will play the Beethoven concerto at the iater she can be polished by some high-priced 
Birmingham music festival, conducted by Hans Richter. Only yesterday a woman, a friend of mine, w 
A Tablet, with an Italian inscription, has been cussingheiJ "w, “W 
attached to the house in Nice in which Paganini died m ^ ^ ^b gi ^ th ^ 
' 1U < _ told her if she conic afford only,a year of oa 
Massenet’s newest opera, “Werther,” will be first let it be the first year. , In that year the puf 
produced at Vienna. The libretto is based on Goethe’s habits, if properly taught, which no amots 
work. . teaching can do awaj with. 
Franco Facoio, the great Italian conductor, is dead.- “ ^ 18 tJfl ^wonVnr 
Ha was born at Verona! in 1841. Ho wrote n nnmber ^body “"“a JEUS 
ot °Pera8‘ ' . ■ ever, indeed to turn out an accomplished m 
Wagner’s “Parsifal” is to be given at Bologna next pupil should be well taught at the beginnin 
winter, its first performance on any stage outside of fn my opinion she should be well taught 
!3f§ 
— 
WHAT SHALL I COMPOSE ? that fall from the tables of the publishers, especially if Kipling’s stories Indian. Perhaps Ihis coining feenius 
——_ their aim is something higher than pecuniary profit. Do Is a subscriber of The Etude, and perhaps a studyvof the 
by henry t. finck. not blamea publisher, however, if he refuses your petmusic of American Indians will suggest something novel 
- —- ' . piece, or having accepted it, is unable to pay you much: to him. > 
John Stuart. Mill relates in his autobiography how, for it. Publishers are merchants and must deal in goods For songs there is of course always a demand, and in 
as a boy, he once made melancholy reflections on the for which there is a demand and on which there is^a writing songs a young composer has the advantage of 
fact that, as there were only a dozen semi-tones in an profit. Let me repeat once more that a composer’s having a definite story, or a series of poetic images, to 
octave, the number of possible sequences and combina- chief reward lies in the pleasure of creating, and the stimulate his inventive faculties. This may be one reason 
tions would ere long be exhausted, so that it would consciousness of having done artistic work. Be assured why Schumann exclaimed after his first attempts to write 
soon be impossible to create new melodies. . The that if there is real genius in your works it will be found songs: “ I can hardly tell you how difficult it is to write 
eminent philosopher might as well have lamented the out sooner or later. Think of the fate of Bach and for the voice as compared with instrumental composition, 
approaching end of literature because there are only Schubert, for example. Our own Professor Paine has' and what a stir and tumult I feel within me when I sit 
twenty-six letters in the alphabet. While Mill was led probably never received much money for his highly down to it.” I also believe that there is a great future 
into his amusing error by ignorance of music,, there meritorious orchestral and chamber music, but I am' for “ Songs without Words,” not necessarily of the sen- 
was once an eminent composer who was led into a simi- sure he must have enjoyed writing it, and he must enjoy timental Mendelssohn pattern, but rather like the mag- 
lar errorbXvanity; for Wagner relates that in an inter- the honor of being the esteemed professor of music at nificent transcriptions by Liszt, of Schubert, Franz, and 
view whicKnehad with Spontihi, that composer, after Harvard, and the consciousness of never having written other songs, in which one hardly misses the voice and the 
patting Mu “Rienzi” on the back, tried to convince any trash for mere lucre. These pleasures are mental, words. 
him of the folly of writing any more operas, since he, and mental pleasures are more keen than any physical To sum up: write songs, or short pieces for piano or 
1 j . assures that orchestra, and very few of them, putting into each your 
bilities 1 Composers could often avoid disappointment in their best thought and endless labor. And remembe.r that 
Notwithstanding this kind advice, Wagner wrote ten dealings with publishers if they would try to make their although genius is not the same as labor, no work of 
more operas, which, whatever else one may think of pieces more marketable. By this I do not mean that genius is possible without it. Bach kept on improving his 
them, must surely be admitted to be the most original they should write commonplace, sentimental pieces of older compositions to the end of his life, and everybody 
musical works ever created; and the moral of this tale the fashionable kind, but that they should follow the has read about Beethoven’s sketch books, which show 
is that mnsicians who feel a desire to compose should spirit of the times, which demands short, pithy pieces, that he altered many of his'things a dozen times or more 
not allow themselves to be deterred by the thought that just as it demands short, pithy articles in newspapers before he was satisfied with them. 
the development of music may have possibly run its and magazines, and short books, free from all padding. -■- 
course and nothing new remains to be invented. Wagner But this is precisely what young writers and young com- A TEMPERED EXPRESSION JN PERFORMING-, 
has opened a new field in music as vast as that which posers find it most difficult to learn. Often they have a - 
Darwin opened in science. Or, to take a concrete illus- good idea which, if presented in a concise, direct way, Music exists for the expression of varied emotion— 
tration, until last year Everybody thought that Verdi was would make a good impression; then they spoil every- sadness, longing, hope, triumph, aspirations toward the 
thelast of the Mohicans in operatic Italy, when lo! young thing by spinning out the piece to an interminable length ^obtained or the indefinite, calm .fulfilment of an art- 
„ . , .f . J „ . ..i, • T. .. , , ist’s conception of fitness and beauty; and, besides these, 
Mascagni appeared with his prize opera, Cavallena with variations and thematic development, that way monot0ny, long spell of unbroken quiescence, mental 
Rusticana,” and conquered all Europe in about as many showing their scholarship, but repelling players and perturbation even to a positive sense of physical discom- 
months as his predecessor had required years to accom- hearers. It is strange how difficult it is to eradicate fort, are absolutely essential to relieve and heighten the 
plish the same feat. The world is waiting for more what, in my book on Chopin, I have ventured to call m?re ecstatic emotions of pleasure called forth by amusi- 
Mascagms, ready to receive them with open arms; and JumbOism m music—t. c., the notion that in order to be sionandreciting dramatic duets or heading triumphal 
there is hope for the humblest music teacher, if he has a really great composer one must write pieces of mam- prcfSesSions. We do not do so in real life. This is what 
talent and originality, that he may share the good luck moth proportions—operas, oratorios, cantatas, or at least the Italians fail to recognize. Their staggering tenors 
ymphomes and sonat and palpitating sopranos rave together down by the 
„ , , _ ., , . mi . , „ . , , . , prompter s box in an almost unmtermittent frenzy of pas- 
J?ew, however, are chosen tor the arduous career of The simple fact is that modern music-lovers, although sion; a very parody of life, bereft of many of its tranquil 
grand opera composers. The vast majority have to con- they are fonder than ever of operas, do not care much calm and minor impressions, pleasureably painful, each 
tent themselves with the humbler Efforts of writing for new symphonies or sonatas, preferring, instead, having its own special effect and value by contrast in rela- 
songs, pieces for the pianoforte, or, at most, a few shorter symphonic poems, overtures, fantasias, detached StaVe^ 
orchestral works tor concert performances. In my scherzos or adagios, etc., for the orchestra ; and for the constitute a plethora of over-Btrained excitement thai 
article, last month, entitled “Shall I Compose?” I piano preludes, nocturnes, 6tudes, mazurkas, ballads, will jade and exhaust the most passionate nature. Then 
the beauties of musical style; that it may add to one’s mire the sonatas of the classical composers, but the worthy of a prominent place in so comprehensive)an 
fame and the glory of one’s country; and, finally, for sonata form is too complicated and artificial to contain index of human sentiment as is music ?- Chambers.f 
the pleasure of composing, which to the elect is the the new ideas of our time. This is proved by the fact ~--- / 
chief reward. Now those who wish to compose for that almost all the great composers since Chopin and THE SEYLARE’S SONG. 
immediate profit only, will, ^>f course, carefully avoid Schumann have written chiefly shortpieces for the piano, > - ., ——■7''" J. 
all the higher regions of art. "They will write common- adding perhaps a sonata or two as if to show that they The w£m<*er of the EnglishSkylark’s song7 is its copi- 
pl»» bat catob, ’’ melodies end simple acaompaab ao«M write them if the, wanted to. Therefore, do not SoTJnring o°r eid?'like'Estates bW ‘.on"!! 
ments to comic or hyper-sentimental words, and content write sonatas, for it will be difficult to find a publisher and a perfect swarm of notes^pouTing out like bees from 
themselves with the admiration of the illiterate in music, for them, more difficult to find a public performer, and a hive. We may have many r^pre melodious songsters; 
Or they will write pieces di occasion—say, a funeral most difficult of all to find an audience to care for or the boboljnk in the meadows, the vesper sparrow in the 
march, keeping it all ready for use, except the title, buy them. Take time to write short pieces, as Voltaire ^anyof i : Ssh^^Ilhe^ds%?Arw(^ 
which is added as soon as some eminent general or would say; follow the example of Turgenieff, who con- tail. But our birds all stop where the English skylark 
statesman dies.- There maybe money in this proceeding, densed the manuscripts of his words to one-third their has only just begun. Away he goes on quivering wing, 
but of course the vocal compositions just referred to original bulk by rewriting them; and the example of ,inflatin.g his throat fuller and fuller, mounting and 
will be eongaof one »eaaon-che„gingUke thefcahiona- Schama™, who, a. Dr. Biemaan remark., often putinto JfSSSS.’SwISSf landsc^’taUa 
ana the funeral march will be buned soon after the one piece as much matter as would have sufficed Men- still raining upon you as distinct as ever, after you have 
coffin. delssohn for five or ten pieces. Is it not infinitely better left him far behind. The English skylark also sings 
The .greatest pecuniary profits, however, are to be to write one piece of lasting value in a year than fifty *on£ a^e,r aH tbe other pirds are silent—as if he aad 
made in the line of operettas, for which there is a much ephemeral pieces ? ' - perpetual spring m his he&t -John Burroughs. 
greater demand even than for grand operas. Few things There is at present a tendency to revive some of the { 
are more surprising to a metropolitan critic than the quaint and charming dance tunes of former centuries—>- THE REST OF THE TALENT. 
Wretched quality of the new operettas produced every the minuets, gavottes, etc. Why not try your hand at A church society hear Boston had given an .enter- 
year, both as regards the librettos and the music; sur- these? Many of them are charming and rather easily tainment for the benefit of one of its numerous charities, 
prising, because the fortunes that are to be won in this written. More desirable, however, is it to have pieces and at the end of the evening one of the gentlepaen in 
bn? Bnrely caght t° tempt onr best authors and com- with real American local color in them, pieces which cbarSe Vas Pay*°S several people for their services in 
posers to cooperate. Gilbert and Sullivan are million- one would recognize as American just as one recognizes C°jnnally,nhT approached the boy who had blown the 
aires, and the annual income of each fhust be about' French, German or Italian pieces at first hearing. Hither- organ and'said 
$150,000. Who says that music doesn’t pay 9 to, American composers have written only European “wifirWillie, how .much do we owe you for your 
'Bat, alas, Sullivan and Strauss and Mdscagni are only music, and international fame uni wealth await the genius w<Sf this evening? _ . . _ . 
the winners of the great prizes in the musical lottery, -who will first write music which is as unmistakably AmerP “ Whyf Mr? W-^—.’^said^e!11” don’t the" rest of the 
Bie others must content themselves with the crumbs can as Bret Harte’s stories are Californian, or Rudyard talent give their services?”—Youth's Companion. 
WOETHY OF OOMMEIT, DOM OF MANY, 
--- “v---—o— piayer or singer enjoys ms practice or stuay oi music, Tnlio on Arf mnai» mna« *i,„„ „ home until 2 a. m. It’s the Intervals that kill/my son. The work ' . , . v. . .,, , , . , ... lo be an Art, music mast be something more than a 
gives you an appetite for your meals; It lends solid!ty to your slum- and takes delight in i out when he uses this si i!1 melodious'*and harmonious structure ; it must possess an 
ber; it glves.^you a perfect and grateful appreciation ofsa holiday, and knowledge in ^forming for others, his enjoyment; inner ideal meaning. 
There are young men who do hot work, my son—young rnen whb is increased manifold. wav - ..... . 
make a living by sucking the end of a cane, and who canH!e a It seems to be an acknowledged fact that any one who "fr“ ,!18 Cn 1( ,8e *1 °r er see-., igtxo^ 
necktie in eleven different tuots and never lay a wrinkle^in t. ^ .q ^ ^ & ^ ^ ^ tkey d°kn°T, ^ mdu,geDCe 18 a “ark °f 
who can spend more money in a a ay than you can earn in a month, . . v . . the highest intelligence.” *—/ 
my son; and who will go to the sheriff’s to buy a postal card, and friends and acquaintances do not hesitate to invite and lt w , . " 
apply at the office of the street commissioners for a marriage even importune the musician to play for their pleasure. must keep pace with the present, and prepare for 
license. So find out what you want to be and do, and take off your perbapa jn this they do not consider they are really con- tke fu'’ure» f°r in our hands is entrusted the culture of 
coat and make success in the world. The busier you are the less : f • . ffreftter nlehaure unon the musician than nnon Present and future generations.” 
evil you will be apt to get into, the sweeter will be your sleep, the *emn£ a greater pleasure upon tne musician tnan upon r j . 
brighter and happier your holiday, and the better satisfied will the tbemselves. 1he composer 8 art manes sound into language oi 
world be with you. In material things, what a person gives away is gone pure emotion. The painter’s art uses color only as the 
More professional careers are wrecked by youn^ men from his control, but in the intellectual, artistic, and accessory of emotion.—H. R. Harness, 
depending for success upon their “superior talents” moral world one’s store is increased when divided among The habitual exercise and discipline of the emotions, 
and the dominance nature has given them rather than others. as, for example, in mnsic or acting, is not the rain of, 
upon hard work, than in any other way. If it has fallen The late Charles Pratt ^id to Dr. Cnyler some years but the very condition of moral health.—H. R. Hawies. 
to your lot to have any special talent in a particular line, since : The greatest humbug in the wor Id is that money The extent of a person’s artistic qualification is com- 
this is but a message from on high that you are to use can make a man happy. My wealth did not give any mensurate with the delight he takes in the matter, and 
your talent in that given way, and you are called upon satisfaction to me until I began to do good with it.” It deserves to be cultivated so far as that delight continues 
to be something superior in it. might be said in passing, that he gave a large place to unabated. 
The old fable of the hare and the tortoise is too often musical instruction in the Pratt Institute, of Brooklyn, Good ^ depends Qn ^ thing8_appreciation of 
enacted in real life. If the hare had made good use of which he founded and endowed. tbe beautiful and perception of the ugly. With some, 
his running ability, the race would not only have been The writer read recently of a man who is now cele- apprehension of the latter kind would seem almost 
his, but having reached the goal far in advance of his brated as a benefactor of his race, that he spent some absbnt,j_T A M 
slow competitor, he would have had time to devote to years of his early life in a reform school, and when he . , . 
winning farther advantages for himself There are went there was one of the most hardened criminals ever ^1C I68 etween t e nrst ginning an 
people who achieve greatness who have no especial received within its walls. Some one took pains to get * 6 ^ W. ere * e Stu y ® ® a88lca ma8ic 8 03 
endowmentsT^simply by incessant application. But him interested in music, and this began to soften his ; 8 * 
those of talent can far outstrip them, provided they nature, and before his time expired he was a new man ** ■ 
work with the same zeal and industry. “It is keep- and went forth to freedom to bless mankind, and all of Never trust to a single hearing of a composition for a 
ing everlastingly at it, that brings success,” and this was done through the influence of music. An instance *nai decision, upon its lerits. Good mnsicwearswe.il, 
there is no more important lesson for a talented pupil is told where a man in a fit of frenzy started out with the imppmng with each new-performance, while the pleas- 
to learn. intention of committing murder, and in passing along ure trashy works is evanescent. 
- the street he heard the strains of mnsic, which arrested The real difference between men is energy. A strong 
USELESS REPROOF. his attention and produced a train of thought that will, a settled purpose, an invincible determination, can 
Amateur teachers sometimes reprove their pupils with brought him to his better self again, and saved him from accomplish almost anything, and in this lies the distinc- 
undne severity, and then attempt to show how the pas- an awful crime* In fact»there fre multitudes of striking tion between great men and little men. 
sage should be played ; but in doing this they make as instances of the power of mnsic over the human heart. Through teachers who could not await the right period 
many mistakes as the pupils themselves. The result Notably that of the good woman hearing a boy singer in for the study of classical compositions, many pupils have 
amounts to about as much good as the influence of the the street, who in giving him a home saved Martin Luther ]0st not only all love for pianoforte playing, but have 
worthy deacon who reproved his sons for apple stealing to the world. also conceived wrong ideas concerning classical music, 
on Sunday. He had told them how they disgraced their , In the early part of this century Dr. Lyman Beecher —A. Hennes. 
father’s good name and the Lord’s holy day; had robbed went upon a, stormy, cold night to preach, and found an If yon ask the pupil, after his fruitless attempt, “ Is 
one of his best neighbors ; brought shame upon them- audience of but one. His sermon was none the worse p;ece difficult?” then, to your surprise, he will 
selves, and scandal upon the church; they would now for that, and when he ceased he^hastened from the pul- answef> “ No, it. is easy.” Behind such a reply lurks 
be considered the ungodly spns of one of its deacons; pft^t° apeak with his hearer, but he was gone. Twenty conceHt for be ;s imagining that nothing is too difficult 
and after exacting a promise that they would commit no year8 later, in a pleasant village in Ohio, a stranger for him to overcome.—G. S. Ensel. 
more such misdeeds, he turned to,and said: “Give your accosted the Doctor and said: “Do yon remember Musical peopie do not read enough about mnsic and 
poor old father a few good sweet apples, won’t you, preaching to one person about twenty years;ago ? I ieian8 There is a reason for this. Musical litera- 
do, indeed,” replied the .^Doctor, “and have wanted to x - . , „. . . . , , boysr ’ • . . „ t, T . ... ture will enhance intelligent study, expand onr ideas of 
It is evident to any teacher who will give the matter a meet hl“ ever 8in.c®* J"1 am tke man» and tkat 8er' noble s;rt, and, above all, cultivate a correct taste, and 
little thought, that a piece cannot be successfully faught made a minister of me, and saved my soul. The ^ 8ame time aiapgl all narrowness and conceit there 
until the teacher not only can play it well, but has fruits of that sermon are all over'Ohio to-day. The ex;8t_C M R C 
analyzed and studied out all its inner content. Then influence of that sermon is paralleled by the influence of « * ' ' ' ' „ . .. - 
tie illustrations can be Dlaved and such instruction eiven music in the case of the convict. The science of music, as well as painti g a g 
the illustrations can be played and such instruction given exnerience has so fired the imari- contain often in later years fountains of genninh pleasurt 
“ beMfi‘lte P"P,L S hU Ufe It fo3 for thee eve. who have bat . liaated kao«adg. of 
from that minute. I know personally of an instance Therefore it should never be asserted that music exisli 
INDIVIDUALITY IN TEACHING. where churcll aervjce was held when a boy pre8ent exclusive^ for the talented; on the contrary, let ever] 
The Golden Mean, that goal of philosophy, has never waa a mere babe. The influence of that service domi- lover of-mans prosecute this study, but let it be in i 
yet been fonnd for the teacher of music, or, lie • lias' to natea ya wboie life. 'and he is now,one of the' most sue- practical manner.—Kohler. 
re-discover it in teaching each pupil. With some pupils cesSful musicians of this country. Especially as a teacher Mnsic and painting both appeal primarily to ■ thi 
wonders ami be-done when the imagination is stimulated an^ writer a,nd as original thinker upon musical subjects senses, the one to the eye, the other to the ear. Heno 
by lively mental pictures, while others need to be (j0es he command attention. . arises a special difficulty j for wise shall decide what i 
brought down to the plain matter of-fact, and oblige them The musician who performs for others’ pleasure really true and beautiful, when this is, after all, only i 
to maintain accuracy in practice, since they are too accomplishes something far greater than merely helping question of taste ? Let us ever bear in mind whatfljchu 
imaginative. ' < to pass an hour pleasantly for his auditors. mann says, when he insists on the necessity for 
Still the fact remains, as expressed by the following:— Mnsic is said to have a mission, and to those who have thorough knowledg§j>f the form,, in order to attain ; 
Art . . . addresses itself to the imagination; everything that- followed its influence with the closest thought and clear comprehension of the spirit. So will our tast 
appeals to sensation only Is below art, almost outside art. A work of investigation, many instances will arise to their memo- become refined and pnre, our instinct trne and unerring 
imagine, to complete our perception of a thing. And we can only do where lt Proved a saving grace and so. uplifting enabling us to choose the good and reject unhesitating! 
this when the artist leads the way. Mere copyists’ painting, »«Ub- force in flie world’s advancement. . the false and meretricious. —Prentice., 
LETTERS TO TEAOHEBS. by Mr. Mason. Try it. Take the metronome as an ac^ 
. —-— ; viser concerning the rate of movement, anditsstea^i- 
bt w. s. b. mathews. ness. . i I This most experienced teacher must be a constant 
Of course there are several' lighter elements in the , learner, 
question of speed, such as a different method of carrying j it j8 known that an Adagio Is much more difficult to 
But experience shows that when once the i perform than an Allegro.—ffummd. 
concept of sp^ed is grasped by the pupil, as it will be in ; piay wUh original feeling of the mul and do nofc imi. 
ouh ^ uuua^u « - Bw — ***"“”* doabhng .of 8°°T 7 f tate a trained parrot.-^. Bach. 
gone, and is very careful to make no mistakes. Her any other way, the proper carnage of the hands will be : p 
fingers are as flexible as any child’s, but no matter how found out intuitively. The tonal concept is the most . ■ acll?e tlU Pe”®ct, a study or piece half learned 
well she may have learned a piece or exercise, even the powerful aid to rapid progress in piano playing that can ®)Tes neither capability nor confidence. Theodore T. 
scale of C, one octave, one hand, the fingers will act but • ' - 
just so i ,t. She is he a slow child s Dut the house, v 
! think so h ; ?ly. I believe her mind must cons< 
stored first. How sh^jjkit be jne ? e. b. m. write 
us face to face with' "them it 1uen 
import nt elements in Dr. Mason’s new works, the man- 111 
uscript of which I have had he privi s of examining 
during a visit I recently made tc se. The missing . 
link in failure to < velop speed is aln :t always more 
taenia n muscular; ( it is luscular depending 
upoi : n mental t sapprehensions. T nental Wi 
idition of attaining speed is a clear appr ension of vthori 
larger unities, upon which playii spends, for have 
it is not possible nor desirable to play with great rapidity of ri 
HUTS USD HELPS 
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPEED. 
What would you do with a pupil who seemed unable to | the hand, 
play anything faster than an Andante? She is abou 
eleven years old, and has aken iessos s nt 
She seemsto nderstand everything as far 
gone, a  is very careful to ake no istakes. er 
r   fl i 3  il* 3, t 1 t t i t iti l , 
3 S ....  _. 1  1 —. _ JSI.. , ll. hi (3 "» o   '•< 
After the elementary habit of correct seeing hi a been 
e- establish d nothing improves the study so rapidly as the 
out practice of memorizing.—W. S. B. Mathews. 
)on’t stumble or hesitate, even at . irst r ‘ ting, If 
you do you may be quite sure that you ar 1 practicing 
too fdst. Take it at a bIou - • tempi- —T. <. Jeffers, 
Everything depends upon an icurate ,tudy, for with¬ 
out this we do pot r the author’s ideas at all. This 
a tl e is the key t whole latter. It is the strategic point 
hile, of rapid'prog • 3—W. S. B. Mathews 
giect It is by no means a difficult, matter to inculcate cor- 
. . seen rectly a new principle, but to uproot negligent and eare- 
m the same kind of mental movement as we employ m 8nch, and how they, with the blessed consciousness that le88 habits once formed is difficult indeed and aB a rule 
the slow forms of exercise. This fact was brought out they have "done all they could do,"and have made no absolutely impossible.—J. C. Eschmann. - 
several years ago in Mason’s Technics, and in that book mistakes, wrap themselves up in a mantle of haughty re- T. . ,, , , , , . , . ,1 
he had also a graded study of rhythm, No. 275 (Mason’s serve and dub the remainder of mankind as fools and . 6j 7° j” ^ u*56 ? ° T.86 ^ 777 ° 6 
Technics), which had in it the whole principle. He was dolts. Did they but scan carefully the elements of artistic ®.U 18 ’ ° -°W 7? , ®J. 8 °U , 5® 
using that exercise daily in his teaching, and had been Buccessrthey might find some weak points in their own tl““e ' “ .eJ ?le 1 “ “ .M 0 l8regar 1,0 1 e 
for some years then in 1876, when the Technics was armor. It might strike them that they had entered upon W1S es and vam esires of the pupil. Presser. 
written; but its importance as “ the cap-stone of the-'a life-work with- insufficient ^preparation. They had, Many pupils practice much and industriously, and yet 
corner” was notgppreciated, and in fact has onlyjtately perhaps, no more than an indefinite idea of what was make n® real progress, even when talent is not wanting, 
come to full consciousness in its far-reaching relation to necessary, but with that and a little talent, and the This has its root in a wide-spread evil, namely, the in- 
the remaining exercises of the metrical system. In the praise of a few ignorant and injudicious friends, they correct manner of practicing.—JVomijie German. 
scales, arpeggios on the diminished chord, triad arpeggios, thought to win success from the world. Ask your teacher what to do, and try to follow him in 
and broken chords, and in the octaves as well, in the Even allowing, however, a good preparation, a desire everything. It is an absolute necessity to obey the 
new volumes, the exercise in graded rhythm stands to do everything at once and an impatience of results, teacher you learn from. You will learn nothing as long 
.immediately^ aftetihe first^bbginning of the form. For would operate seriously against their chances. The aB you set yourself up aB an authority against him.— 
• cample a or., the pupil has plaj 1 1 few tim e through fight nust be ong and ierce and he wh< ie always Lady >, ay. 
the arpeggio of the diminished chord in fours, one tone to looking for immediate results from hiB blows is very apt ^Enthusiasm is one of the most powerful engines of 
a count, with theplirect measure form (accent upon the to be worsted. And again, success can be attained only success. When you do a thing, do it with a will, do it 
first tone of the figure), he proceeds immediately to the by the concentration of the best efforts upon the subject with your might, put your whole soul into it, stamp it 
graded exepise which begins with the fours, one tone striven for. Half-heartedness and moderate application with your own personality. Be active, be energetic, be 
to a unit,/gt the rate of about M. M. = 100. After going w;n not do. Every sense and nerve must be strained to enthusiastic and faithful, and you will accomplish your 
once through the four octaves at this rate, he goes once the utmost, ever on the alert to turn disadvantages into object. Nothing great was ever achieved without enthu- 
through in eighth notes, at the same movement (i. e. advantages,-defeat into victory. siasm. 
exactly twice as fast), then once through in sixteenths, And this brings us to the basis of all—an ideal, and • mistake for vounff neonle to think that all classic 
an,d then twice through in thirty seconds. Here we enthusiasm There must be somethin^ to work for If lt.18.a “lstak« young people to think tnat all classic 
, r . ,, ,. entnusiasm. xnere must De sometning to worn tor. it mu8ic 18 fljy and difficult. Some of the most melodious 
rZr °f pkying the obJect be Paltryand easy of attainment, the best Bimple pieces ever composed are from the pens of old 
over, at the very beginning of the exercise. The simple - efforts are not called into action. We must aim high, ma8ter8. They are not difficult to execute so far as 
5™ ni5igrt bl, gl' a a 81°W rat6’ ^cl1 leave® oar ideal mil8t be a lofty one.and though discouragement mechanism is concerned, but as they are tone pictures 
w/ m71Cf °ften C°me’ yet’ fired with entbusiasm and self-sacrifice they call for a great deal of artistic expression.-Geo. 
figure. The second grade of movement still gives plenty we can press on over all obstacles, toward the prize. m nullina 
ofvtime for self-consciousness. The third takes about all ^Tt.has been a generally accepted idea that musicians T„ ,. , , , , , - 
the Speed the pupil ceu get at find, and aometimee it ia a had „0 for, nor basine5s w4, genem, clltore. Un_ » Jon d.eeoyer . backward or obtuae member of your 
week or more before the peeuliar kuaek of the faet way happily, in the past many prominent mneieians hare lent clal“'.be pf”“‘ an.d.“”B‘ the,r 
can be got. But, after all, it is not a real diflienltj, but eblor to this narrow idea by their impenetrable st.pidity hjt fcyprm* tho; gnesUon ,n such a manner 
ratber a mere knack, inroiriDg a different way of grasp- on all subjects save one. But at tbe present time we see ‘‘“t.*1'®? "u ke ■n^nced to instigate comparisons, and 
ing a musical form already realized as perfectly easy in with joy the prospect that all artists and musicians must ‘bat ellumportant possession theMity to 
the slow form, and of such a character as to he taken be enltirated men, with all that this implies. Do this as the eleyer lawyer questions tte Witney 
in with the least possible mental effort: The triad We must not lose Sight of one. other great factor of *<>“ "l"" favorable testimony.—J. J. Good- 
arPeggio he treats in the same manner precisely. The -failure—the striving after pecuniary rather than artistic nC 
exact doubling up of the speed leads to a kind of quick- re8ults. No fever seizes upon the majority of men with There are a few cardinal principles which must be 
ness on the part of the pupil, having the very greatest more violence than that of money-getting. All other strictly observed. A most important one, which applies 
influence upon his later progress. ' This is also applied considerations go down before it. Reward for work to all branches of music study, is to practice very slowly. 
10 8Calea- performed is just, but what business has an artist with Many PnPils make tbe miBtake oflMnbing that by prac- 
pupil of the kind you describe will not become abtT riches? True artistic life and conventional society tiping hurriedly, and accelerating the tempo of their exer- 
to play with rapidity in the oldway until after years of do not run in the same groove. “No man can^erve two cises’ tbey are makinS raPid progress. Speed and dear- 
effort, if ever. The directions in the Kohler “ Exercises masters.” Above all, though success lies mainly through ne8s wiU come in due time throngb very slow’ dehberate» 
in Velocity » are that they are to be taken slowly at first, our own effort8j yet are we ?noved thereto, to a greater and tborougb practice. G. T. Bulling. ^ 
andthen. the speed gradually increased until the proper or ie88 degree, by our companions. It behooves us to If a person is not musical, pianoforte instruction after 
degree is reached. By this method there were a few 8eek those whose lips have been touched with the sacred a certain point is only a waste of time. It may be said, 
pupils who jumped at the proper method of speed and fire of truth, whose strivings are ever upward toward “Suppose there is latent talent?” To this we reply 
got it immediately—not by following out the directions the realm of pure art. „ that, as a general rule, musical talent develops early^pr 
of the teacher, but, in spite of them, going to a fast•degree --- not at all. It sometimes, though very seldom,'happens 
of speed when other pupils wtould still for a long time be —“It, is by teaching that we teach' ourselves, by re- that a ifiusicdLijrg^riizatioh exists with a Bat,i.;':;!!i' iv-- 
meandering through the slower movements, sad stumb- fating that we .observe, by affirming that we examine',-' "perfect ear. In this case it may be worth-while to ctiM* 
ling more or less at that. The large grouping required by showing tfa^at we look, by writing that we think, by vate tiie ear. But when the ear is bad,, am' •i-i a- a. 
in. velocity playing can 'never fee arrived at by & Blow pumping that we draw water into the well—Amiel's natural taste for music, we may conclude that the soil is 
pupil in this way. The key to the situation is this form j Journal. ■ ■ sterile, and will not repay cultivation.—H. B. Hawies. 
SOME OATTESS OP FAIEUEE, 
©. 
TOUGH AND PI )i j. 
; BY FRED. L. LAWRENCE. 
We bear of a 
“e loti 
We hear much these days about Touch. 
“ crisp” touch, a “sympathetic” touch, 
touch, and so on, until we almost wonder if we. really 
mean it all, and if it is really possible to so modify and 
vary the tone of the plaits 
Let us look the matter over a little, and me if we 
really know what we do mean. The action of the piano 
consists of three principal parts, the key, hammer and 
damper. By means of the key we may produce either a 
loud or a soft tone, controlled by the force with which 
strike the key. We may make the tone long or we 
short, according to the time which we hold down the 
key, depending somewhat also on the sustaining quality 
of the piano. By striking with the -finger held at some 
distance above the key .we may produce with tie tone, 
an accompanying slap caused by the contact of” the 
finger with the key. What more can be ■ done with a 
single key? The most accomplished virtuoso may strike 
a single note with all the skill that he possesses and the 
poorest amateur can, with a little care, so imitate him 
that it would be utterly impossible to perceive any differ¬ 
ence. (?) But give the pianist the use of the pedal, and 
he can at once produce results that are far beyond the 
powers of that amateur to imitate. 
He can releas the key imnu iiately after pre sing it, 
press the pedal juBt after the damper touches the string, 
and the result will be a most delicate, evanescent tone that 
is impossible for a novice to imitate. By pressing the 
pedal, at the same instant as the key, and then allowing 
the damper to barely touch the string one or more times 
in rapid succession, the tone can be instantly reduced to 
a mere thread, and then sustained for some length of 
time, owing to the ensuing sympathetic vibration of the 
other strings. The very pressure of the foot on the pedal 
will broaden and intensify a tone more than seems pos- 
- sible to one who has never experimented in this way. 
Evidently then, if not the ■ most important factor is 
producing different qualities of tone, it is certainly a 
necessity to the pianist who wishes to produce and con¬ 
trol these varying tone colors. We hear it said that “A 
touch which is perfect in its conditions must be sympa¬ 
thetic on the one hand and discriminative on the other 
and again, “ Music is essentially emotional in its nature, 
hence an emotional touch is necessary for its adequate 
and proper expression on the pianoforte.” Certainly 
this is so, and yet if we say to a pupil that such a passage 
should be played in an emotional manner, when he has 
not the genius to play it in that way without instruction, 
in what way will it benefit him, even if we play the 
passage over and over to him as an example ? As well 
say to the beginner: ‘‘You may now play the scale oTD 
with an emotional touch.” As teachers, what we want, 
is a more complete analysis of the ways and means of 
producing these effects. 
If we can say to a scholar: ‘‘You can procure this 
effect by striking such notes louder than the others, by 
breaking such and such chords, by using.the pedal in such 
a manner,” then he has something definite to work for; 
'bill if we ©niy play it for him and tell him to imitate, he 
may go away with a fairly good idem of what is wanted, 
but the chances all are that he will forget the example 
and work in the wrong direction before the next lesson. 
He may, very truly, and probably will if he perseveres, 
master Ike difficulty after many weary hears of hard 
w • yet toe uly» 
ticular passage, sad would be entirely at a loss should he 
difficult lired the me 
/-ge uf M 
I would by no means depreciate the value of a correct 
exam t at th 
©a 4 '---si ; iOMteadqfdiret *, ' 
Let us • i di uer as 
possible, the “emotional” touch. Of course in one 
way it is impossible to explain, or c-vou to begin to 
explain in cold words, the thousand and one subtle 
lights and shades,th&t go to make up a touch -hat is 
or emotio; il. A has been said: “The 
only way to explain a Sonata is to play it.” Neverthe¬ 
less perhaps we can give such hints, and start such a 
train of thought in the pupil’s mind that he will be able 
to more surely and morejftrectly work toward the much 
desired goal 
'TO'begwTwith, a piece of music that requires what we 
usually understand by .the word “expression” must of 
necessity )be of. a smooth and legato style. Anything, 
therefore, that is sudden or abrupt will not be in keeping 
with the character of the music. 
For instance/ in the case of a dotted eighth note fol¬ 
lowed by a sixteenth, care shonld be taken to avoid any 
incongrnity that would arise from making the sixteenth 
too short. We must in some cases play it almost an 
eighth, in order to have it in keeping with the style of 
the piece. More than this in importance, however, is 
the smoothness and finish that arises from a perfect con¬ 
nection of tones, from the overlapping and blending of 
one harmony with another, and which cannot be pro 
dneed by the fingers alone, bnt only with the help of the 
pedal. Who wonld attempt to prodace that even rise 
and fall of harmony, that gradual bnt irresistible 
crescendo that we so often find in Schumann’s mnsic, 
withou the pedal? 
The familiar Nocturne of Chopin’s in E flat, Op. 9 
No. 2 always impresses me as if some one was telling a 
pathetic Mid h he was at first loth to relate. 
How easily this impression of reluctance can be empha¬ 
sized by an instant’s hesitation just before striking some 
of the principal harmonic notes in the first phrases. But 
all this muBt rest on the pedal, and the simple acompani- 
n eat in h U ft,hi >16 wi ich it n stains. ( arel illy ‘ol 
owing and connecting the; melody with the pedal, this 
Nocturne becomes a most valuable tone study. 
How entirely useless it would be to try to play the 
second part of the G minor Nocturne without the pedal, 
and what a beautiful effect may be obtained in the 
closing measures (of this part) by taking the pedal jnst 
after each chord, 
As an example of the use of the pedal in Bach’d 
music, play through the fourth Prelude, firet without ana. 
then with the pedal. What a flood of light it throws 
upon it. What life and vigor it gives it, while it by no 
means detracts from that dignity and solidity of style 
that is the first consideration in all Bach’s music. 
Even in staccato passages we often would be at a loss 
without our pedal. Take, for instance, Rubinstein’s 
Staccato Etude in C. What a delicious flutter and rash 
of tones can we make by using the pedal,—how hard 
and cold without it? 
It might be said that- the pedal is to the pianist what 
the colors are to the artist. The painting may be per¬ 
fect in conception and exeention, bnt it is the coloring 
that gives it life. So the pianist needs the.pedal to give 
his work warmth and depth. 
If then, the pedal has. so much to do with our piano 
mnsic, is it not worth more attention and stndy than is 
given it by the majority of teachers? Even if it. is, as 
some one has said, only a clumsy arrangement, let us 
make the best possible use of it as it is, while we wait 
and hope for sometl ing be ter. 
GENIUS Off GENIUS. 
THE STAOOAT0 HABIT] ITS CAUSE AND 
■ CURE. v 
BY PERLEE V; JERVIS. 
Every teacher of experience must have noticed how 
many pupils some to Mm who are utterly incapable of 
making a pure legato connection, bnt who play every¬ 
thing with a touch which Dr. William Mason aptly likens 
to jolting of £ vagon n ei a rc • h pavement. 
n er ition of t i vie oua st eca -*« the build¬ 
ing np in its place of a pure legato, is one of the most 
perplexing problems that the conscientious teacher has 
to solve. The foundation of this touch is laid in in com¬ 
petent teaching at the beginning; the primary cause 
of it is weakness and want of mental control of the 
extensor: muscles; together with insufficient ear training 
and lack of that concentrated mental effort upon which 
good playing depends.. , * 
Some two years ago the writer had a particularly try¬ 
ing pupil upon whose ease he exhausted his brains as 
well as patience. Many forms of exercise, including 
some invented to meet the necessities of the case, were 
tried in the vain effort to break up a staccato that had 
from years of practice bifoOme second nature to the 
pupil. When about to give up the case as hopeless, it 
occurred to the writer to try what the Technicon could 
do. A* the close of the season the pupil’s piano practice 
was discontinued, and forty-five minutes’ daily use of the 
Technicon substituted in place of it, a large proportion 
of that time being devoted to the development of the 
extensor muscles of the fingers. In the Fall, after three 
months of this practice, the pupil returned to the writer 
and was asked to play the first form bf Mason’s two-fin¬ 
ger exercise; much to the writer’s surprise, after a few 
attempts this was done with a fairly good connection of 
the tones, something that the pupil either could not or 
would not do before. The exercises that had been tried 
in vain three months previously, were now applied again 
and very little difficulty was experienced by the pupil in ‘ 
playing them correctly. 
From this time on the progress in the formation of a 
perfect legato was both rapid and easy, and a mental 
concentration in the playing was noticed, to which the 
pupil had been a stranger before. 
One of the moBt valuable features of this Technicon 
practice is the habit of mental concentration which it in¬ 
duces; and whenever there was noticed a tendency in 
the pupil to separate the mind from the fingers, she was 
made to go through the exercises with a metronome, 
flexing the hand or finger at the first tick of the instru¬ 
ment, extending it at the second., and so on chanting in 
groupB of four. Since his experience with this pupil, 
the writer has applied the same treatment to very many 
similar cases, and always with the most satisfactory re¬ 
sults. . j - 
NATIONAL CHORUS FOR THE COLUMBIAN 
WORLD'S FAIR. 
An English writer has lately described Mendelssohn 
as the “ last of the Titans,” and ah American scribe 
speaks, almost at the same moment, of the “innocent 
respectability of Mendelssohn’s music.” At this a lot 
of thoughtless people langh, and want to know what is 
the good of criticism which flatly contradicts itself. 
They"do not know, perhaps, that' even the masters of 
mnsic have differed just m much from each other and 
from the. verdict of public ©a. Here art * few 
examples:— 
Wagner upon Schumann: “ He las a certain tendency 
towards greatness."h 
Schumann upon Wagner: “W 
troth, no musician. His music is ioIIow c ; -eeahle 
and often amateurish.” 
Mendelssohn upon Wagner: “ A talented dilettante.” 
Beethoven upon Weber:, “He never c tftain 
a ore ” 
Silas B. Pratt, of New York, presents a scheme, 
through the North American Review for May, for the 
organization of a National chorus of from five to ten 
thousand singers, to be supplied by each state fufbiahing 
an appropriate number. This grand chorus is to be sup¬ 
ported bt a large orchestra in a festival week, where 
nmf i of the great mnsibii if and rks by 
4 m >C'i mposers will be per rmed It is gg< ted 
that tie -first night be given to sacred music, snch as 
oratorios, selections from. Handel, Haydn, -Bach,, Beet.hr 
oven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, etc. The second night, 
operati isic and compositic sof ami e secular order, 
a d the third, songs of all nations; the fourth 
ks by American com; 
f patriotic mnsic by school children. It is s 
ized and the picked si 
jvith-t e mnsic fu 1 by t ' m 
of C ;q, ar- iriation be made by the Stale. 
tatio; and ade neces- 
sted 
the nucleus f id 
advance musical interests in this country. This scheme 
is endorsed bv Theodore Thomas. 
’TIE 
BEPOBKB IN HABMONT X’EAOHINi). 
BY JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
HA);/"V;..%$$$§? pc )iKi* Mp; 
I have been, for years past, profoundly convinced, not 
only that improvements were needed os’ onr preval 
methods of presenting the doctrine of harm<- 
also that some of the traditional ideas with reg:^:d to 
harmony itself need to be radically reconstructed. First 
and foremost, I believe that the current treatment, and 
9“ r” cho needs to be 
revolutionized if it is ever to be a rational, scientific con¬ 
ception. Ever since Helmholtz published his Epoch- 
making work on “Tone-Sensations,” if not, indeed, 
longbefore that, nobody has doubted that the s‘ major ” 
chord is the result of our natural, unconscious or sub¬ 
conscious perception of the complex nature of musical 
tone. Nobody hesitates to derive the “ major” chord 
from the first six partial tones of the “ klang,” i. e., from 
the fundamental and its first five-overtones. For exam¬ 
ple, Ilia chord of “ C major ” would be made up of C 
and its partials (overtones), thus:—• 
C—c—g—c '—e '—g/. 
It is true that we do not, under ordinary circumstances, 
distinguish the component tones which make up this 
complex tone. But we know, as a scientific fact, that 
they are there; and we know, also, that the different 
qualities of tone (timbre, Klang-farbe), which we read¬ 
ily distinguish, are due to the relative prominence of 
certain overtones. So, while we cannot yet explain the 
process by which we discriminate qualities of tone which 
depend upon varying combinations of overtones, we are 
nevertheless forced to conclude that, in some way which 
we do not yet understand, we do perceive the complex 
nature of every musical tone. And this perception is 
the basis of our knowledge of, and of onr satisfaction in, 
the "* major ” chord. 
So far, it is pretty plain sailing. Bat when we try to 
acconnt for the “minor” chord on the same principles, 
jet tot ouble lirectl] Che linor third loes ot 
belong to the overtone series; yet it is the characteristic 
interval of the “minor” chord. If we .take into ac¬ 
count the overtone series alone, we are inevitably forced 
to the conclusion that the “ minor ” chord is an imper¬ 
fect concord, If, indeed, it .be a concord at all. The 
* * minor ’ ’ third is a disturbing element—a discordant ele- 
« ht,inde I,from 5 mint * * 'c v fth overtones ries 
Yet such a conclusion would be manifestly false. How¬ 
ever, it may be accounted for, the universal sense of 
musicians is that the “ minor ” chord is a concord, and 
not a discord. And there are facts, which I intend to 
discuss at another time and place, which show conclu¬ 
sively that savage races recognize this chord as just as 
natural as the “ major ” chord. The supposed imper¬ 
fection of it is not in the nature of the chord, nor of the 
human ear, but in our imperfect and even perverted 
theory of it. 
But if the “ minor ” chord cannot be referred to the 
overtone series, how can it be logically and rationally 
accounted for on acoustical and mathematical principles ? 
That is the question. 
I answer: By referring it to the undertone series, the 
series which is the mathematical reciprocal of the over¬ 
tone series. Let me exemplify. The overtone series is 
that series of tones which results from the simple mul¬ 
tiples of the vibration-number of the original (funda¬ 
mental) tone, thus 
Here, the numbers underneath the letters indicate the 
ratios of the vibration- numbers of each tone represented 
by the letters to the fundamental and to.each other. 
While the tone C vibrates once, the tone c vibrates 
twice, the tone g three times, and so on. The unity of 
thelehord is clearly conditioned on the lojjsr tone of the 
series, and the chord is plainly' a chord of Cl 1 
■;hv ;■ ir ..-T ■, pippp • - - -a ; ■; a; ; '' )}■■* ‘ ■ '; m a u- . .-A a - <■ —a p 
But the combination, C—Eb—G, commonly called the 
chord of Cl minor, does not result from the overtones of 
C, but from the undertones of g' thus:— 
I g' g c G Eb C. 
■ ■ ■ 1 \ i $ i h 
The unity of the chord is not conditioned an C, but on ties of natural harmonic and melodic relations, and this 
if. It is, therefore, not a chord of C, Mi a chord ofg'. perception lias never been negatived, but. rather filled 
It is g with its under-third and under-fifth; just as out and completed by the cognition of relations at first 
/ N perceived only dimly or not at all. But the objection 
C—E—G is C with its oue^third and oner-fifth. Ills above cited would make the early cognition of the 
based on an opposite acoustical and mathematical prin- underchord (minor chord) as a consonance an error in 
ciple ; it is ad underchord of G, while the other is an perception! 
overchord of C. If we name the chord, as we ought Is this true? Will any musician seriously declare 
logically and rationally to do, from the tone on which its that the “ minor” chord iB not a consonance? Is it a 
unity iB conditioned, we shall name it from the upper dissonance? Surely an affirmation of this sort would be 
(highest) tone, not from the lowest one, and we shall be nothing more nor leBs than a direct contradiction of the 
obliged to discard the terms “major” and “minor,” as no experience of all musical perception, from the savageB 
longer applicable. Both chords are made np of a major of numerous races to Beethoven and Wagner. But if 
third and a perfect fifth; only one has a third and a fifth the minor chord be a consonance, then the early cogni- j uPi an(l the other a third and a fifth down. I can see tion of it as such must be taken as a true perception of 
no escape from this. And we may adopt a very simple natural relatione, completed later, as in the case of the 
• c , . ,, «. /\ scales, by the addition of other percepts. And it is very 
sign for-each, to distinguish them, thus: 0+ UC.E.A 1 7 
V+C-E-G/ curious that the Greeks always thought their favorite 
= C, over-chord, and °G('<JBb'<*° \ G, under-chord. BCale' the Doric> inward, from E to E, the point of 
^ A—y ' repose being on the lowest tone, with a descending lead- 
It has been objected to this idea (advocated in Ger- ing-note (F to E); that the Arabs and Persians had an ' 
many by Prof. Arthur von Oettingen and Dr. Hugo elaborate theory of music based on multiples instead of 
Riemann) that we have no readily discernible acoustic fractions of a string, giving the under-tone and not the 
phenomenon, corresponding to the overtone series, on oner-tone series as the basis of their music Bystem (see 
which we can solidly base this theory. This is true Hugo Riemann’s “ Studien zur Geschichte der Noteu- 
enough, and the fact must have whatever weight belongs schrift,” chap. 111) ; and that onr own Indian tribes of 
to it. But it does not follow that, because we cannot yet' to-day think their five-toned scales downward, just as 
detect such a phenomenon, our sense of the consonance the Greeks did 1 All these facts and other similar ones 
of the “ minor” chord is not due to a sub-conscious per- point toward a natural, unconscious perception of the 
ception of it. It is not so very long since we first began under-tone series, or perhaps it would be better to say, 
to appreciate the overtones; yet nobody denies their a natural perception of harmonic and melodic relations 
importance nowadays. It .seems to me that when we which fit into the nnder-tone series and are accounted for 
have recognized the fact that the “minor” chord is a by it exactly as certain other harmonic and melodic 
natural, consonant chord, and also the farther fact that relations which we perceive fit into and are accounted 
its unity becomes p rfi stly complete and sati fi tory o foi by th over-tone series. 
the intellect when; an$ only when, it is referred to the The argument may be briefly summed up thus:— 
undertone serieB, we have thrown the burden of proof 1. The “ minor” chord is a natural concord, univer- 
on those who deny that this chord is thns properly ac- sally perceived as such alike by savage and savant in 
counted for. If there is any other way of acconnting for races and in times widely separated. This cognition is 
the consonance and naturalness of the “ minor” chord common to ancient races, to modern savages and to the 
than by treating it as an “under” chord, some one most cultivated musicians. 
ought to be able to show it. But if this has been done j2. This perception -must accord with some physical 
not re and mathematical facts which acconnt for and explain 
It has been suggested to me that too mnch importance the consonance of the chord as perfectly and satisfactorily 
has been attached to the acoustic and mathematical as- as the phenomenon of overtones explains and accounts 
pects of the question ; that the question of consonance for the “ major ” chord. For it is incredible that tones 
or dissonance in a chord is primarily a psychological which necessarily have at all times mathematical and 
one. Bat, granting this in fnll, is it credible that onr acoustical relations to each other, should be in conso- 
psychological perceptions are. at variance with the nance, i. e , should form a consonant combination, the 
acoustical and mathematical facts ? And if the two mathematical and acoustical relations of which conld not 
classes of facts unquestionably agree in the case of the be rationally accounted for on intelligible acoustical and 
overtone consonance, is it not in the highest degree mathematical principles, satisfactory to the intellect, 
probable that they do not disagree in the case of the This most be true, whether we have yet succeeded in 
consonance ?s 
undertone consonance ? When we find that the ear per- discovering those principles, or not. 
ceiveB as a consonance those overtones which blend into 3. These principles are not to be found in the phe- 
perfect unity in the sense of their fundamental or lowest nomenon of overtones. The “ minor ” i
Tone, on which they depend ; is it not irresistibly .sug- not a resnltof the overtone series; does not belong in it; 
gested that the “minor” consonance is conditioned on' is rather negatived by it; forms a disturbing, dissonant 
the undertone series, blending into perfect unity in the element in that series. And since the overtone series is 
sense of the upper tone on which this series equally de- always present,-fn every single tone and in every combi- 
pends? It is true enough that we canndt yet explain nation of tones, the cognition of the “minor” chord as 
all the aconstic elements of the case; bat neither can we a consonance mnst exist, in spite of the presence of the 
explain the psychological process, in the case of either overtones. Whatever phenomenon or principle accounts 
the over-chord or the underchord. for the “ minor” consonance must, for the time, pre-. 
It has been suggested to me,- further, that the facts dominate over the overtoneB. Our minds must, in some 
that savage tribes perceive the “minor” chord as a way, be able to disregard the overtones, i. e., the“ major” 
satisfactory consonance and that the “minor” concep- element, notwithstanding their presence and influence, 
tion Af music (under-scale, Greek Doric) is older than When we think a single tone in the sense of a minor 
the “major” proves nothing, because it may be ex- chord, it must be in spite of its overtones, which, we 
plained on the view that the earliest conceptions were know we hear, and which invite ns to think it in the 
imperfect and that the later reyolntion which gave pre- sense of a “ major” chord. - ' 
cedence to the “major” scale and “ major ” harmony 4. We can perfectly account for thiB experienceon the 
| was an advance In intelligence,—a gain in .clearness of hypothesis that we, perceive, at all times, the undertone r 
insight. But this view appears to me more plausible series ofjjvej^ tone, just as truly as we perceive the 
than sound. Such a view may account for the preva- overtone serieB; that, whether we conceive a tone m 
lence of the five-toned scale at first and its later comple- belonging Jto an overchord or to an nnderchord, depends 
tion to the full scales m exemplified in the nnder-scale os. the predominance of one or the other series over its 
(Greek Doric, or pare minor) an om 1 over-scale opposite, just a^th^ irenc betwe the quality of 
(major scale); but not fm: the cognitior . nder- tor of. pends on 'be predomi- 
chord as a consonance.' Tn the case of the scales there nance jjf certain overtones in the one case or in the v 
was evidently a true, thongh at first incomplete, percept other. And, on no other known hypothesis, can we ab- 
ami ■ill 
left te :- right -or up toAk©y-boa?d;. them is to bameidewayg ©steading 
of the fingers to reach the keys. The name, wheel-touch, comes from 
the idea of a rimless wheel, the fingers. represent the spokes, and the 
wrist the huh or axis. "With this touch small hands can play a chord 
of four orfivemotes %imt! over twp or three octeves, and,doit without 
unduly spre^dihg or eitending the fingers sideways. For a clear and 
satisfactory Offset this -tench needs much slow special practice. See 
Schumann’s! Noctumein F. (Nachtstuecke' bp. 23) with Annotation 
by W. S. Bl-Matoews. TMs edition will give valuable practice in. 
ceding, and calls for diverse treatment which is fully indicated by the 
expression marks in the music pages. Attention is called to the half- 
accent marks, thus, ” , at measures, 21; 22, 23, 25, etc. This will 
also be found in other parts of the piece. The curved lines at meas¬ 
ures, 33, 34, 41, etc., indicate melodic value to these inner notes. 
_ .From measure 36 to 4B the content is bright and playful. This 
period should be taken faster toap the last. Give the accented chords? 
of this passage with the finger staccato touch, grading the power with 
more or less help from the wrist. This Will secure the desired bright¬ 
ness and sprightliness of effect. 
From measures 44 to 51 the content calls for a delicate and sweet 
touch. The fingers should be elastic and used/spthibut a very little 
resistance, especially loose, except at the climax in measure 47. The 
melody notes tak$n with the left hand shouldbe played witha slipping 
inward of a loose finger that reboumcig.^alightly from the key at the 
of the dance begins. 
tremble with their heavy rhythmic steps. 
At measure 68 to 91 the young people have it to themselves again 
and are enjoying a more “ lovely ” time than before. 
Standard authorities define the Mazurka as, “ 
of Parisian life, but the Mazurka gives expression to the fiery patriotic 
zeal of the Polish peasant. 
LESSON. 
This is a far more difficult piece/than, it looks, because of its many 
full chords in quick succession. It will demand a long continued 
skmp'Mddee, that the hands may learn the chords as well as the brains 
From measure 11 to 18,19, give somewhat of an accent on the 
first,, and a marked accent on the second. beat of each measure. The 
following rule should be especially observed in all loud music: “ Let a bright brilliancy; slipping the fingers inward for the staccato chords 
the unaccented beats be soft ” Bring out a full climax on the second the fingers clutch or snatch at the keys like the claws of an eagle at 
beat of measure 14. The best effect in playing this-iu made by making its prey, yet they are to slip off toward the palm when the full dip of 
the accent on the first beat with the help of shapped inward fingers toekey is reached. 
and a force given from the wrist, while too£e on the second beat are From measures 60 to 67 is the climax period of the piece. The 
best made from a heavy arm-force witka yielding or giving away at accent on the .second beat of each measure needs to be well marked.! 
the wrist. Depend for a grand effepteon heavy chords upon a powerful The use of the pedal is different in this period. Depend upon the 
tone from the left hand, but nokOverpowering the right hand, however, left hand for help, for the desired power and largeness of tone. The; 
Power should seldom if evgrhe carried to the extreme of over-harsh- expression is more broad, sweeping and majestic. Do not play with- 
ness, andjvhen the left,hand gives its full quota of tone the effect is more than mf power until perfectly learned, for it would be a needless 
free from poundingfoad mere noise. The exact place for pressing and wear of the instrument. 
releaamgtheriedMk shown bv the following mark: “t 1” From measures 68 to 97 it should be somewhat less brilliantly 
When studying the piece for expression the performer should have played, but the expression should be more sentimental than at the first 
four measure m mind at ^ce and chmax on the second beat of each appearance of the passage, measures 20 to 51. 
third measure. The sections of two measures each need not be par- The runs and chords of the last two measures demand toe iitmos| 
ticularly separated. This is sufficiently provided for by the pedal brilliancy. In the last group of toe chromatic, its last six notes, use 
marking. Tq toink iherL as separated will tend to clearness, yet do your fullest finger power, but give no help from toe arm, yet tb 3 caA 
not audibly divide the phrase. The<runs in grace notes on the first be a slight impulse of force from toe wrist, especially on the end to. 
beat of m^sur© ITmust boas quickly played as if they were an of toe run, toe Mgh i,whiqhmust be well accented jet the fingotsbai 
arpeggiosd chord, putting the greater power on toe upper tone. The springy and elastic and listen for a fuHrand ringing tone. Notice the 
extended chords for the left hand, see measiires 11, 40, 48, 52, etc., half accents of this-run; these Heap up too rhythm. 
should be played with toe “Wheel Touch,” which is executed with a force to toe .final chord, but with a breaking away of toe wrists. 
high and loose wrist and with toe fingers in their natural unextended The phrasing is so uniform that it needs no marking-out 
form, each desired key being struck as the hand quickly passes from music pages by Curved or other lines. 
from measure 11 to 19. Amateurs should practice this and toe-next 
period at a very slow tempo, slow enough to play the chords eprre^tly 
Without hesitation, and not attempt it at its right concert tempo till the 
hands have learned it perfectly. The touch should be a combination 
of the arm and wrist, with toe power and force from toe arms with. 
: The Chevalier Antonia de KontsM, the' celebrated Polish composer * pianist,. say® of tMs piece: “in,. Poland' th« 
ovine© nahied Exi^wy, 3^ the name of the Maznrkas danced by.tht psaiaati. of thit^povine© i®>-E^yawiak-, 
ince is written in ij. of it- time’, And the' teihpo is ’ Aih§m vimcff. The ..accents. are gpimily ©n to© first, and 
counts of each measure 
i Mt tkm causers resume tie accents upon the 
f their ohoes. N@ ®e© bit a Polish ©®Mp@Q§f ©ai 
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coant for the facts. I simjsae no reason, therefore, why 
ire should hesitate to accept it as a good working hy¬ 
pothesis, although much remains to be explained as 
regards the process. Does anybody pretendto “explain ’’ 
gravitation? Yet, does anybody hesitate to'^apcept the 
theory of gravitation as ahypothesis, which accountsfor 
all the facts to . - . ei sld w&. 
hesitate to accept thenndertone series as accounting for 
the underchord, seeing that this chord fits into the under¬ 
tone series exactly as the overchord fits into the over- 
tone series? , 
6. While we have not yet been able to prove that the 
undertones are always present in our perceptions of 
tones, as Helmholtz proved that the overtones are, there 
are, nevertheless, facts which point in that direction. 
Under certain special conditions, the undertones have 
certainly been distinguished. They have been shown to 
be present when the strings of a piano were left free to 
vibrate ympatheticall , henever In dan per pedal 
is pressed down long enough to give effect to the phe¬ 
nomenon of sympathetic vibration. And “ resultant” 
tones always belong to the undertone series. So that we 
know that we do sometimes hear at least some of the 
undertones, whether we always do or not. 
A PLAIN TALK TO GIRLS STUDYING MUSIC. 
BY SUSAN ANDREWS RICE. 
Not long ago, I received a letter from a young girl in 
whom I am much interested. In the course of the letter, 
telling me of plans for musical study: during the year, 
she says, in words which are substantially these:— 
“I saw a doctor not long ago. After talking to me 
half an hour about myself, he told me my nervousness 
was due us imperf ct mental balance, and that all E 
could do, was tc i is s stematicallj s possible, and 
try and interest myself in something besides music.” 
This girl I have known, more or less intimately, for 
bui s Sh was a fellow-student of min one of 
our largest conservatories of music. Possessed of an 
extremely mnsical nature, enjoying music to the utmost 
limit, she determined to wjn laurels for herself as a 
pianist. To this end she practiced four hours a day, 
spent what other time she had in attending lectures; 
concerts, etc., besides her studies in theoretical lines. 
During the time 1 knew her, she suffered from such 
intense nervous excitement that she could not play be 
fore any one, hardly at her lesBons, in a creditable 
manner. 
No amount of will power seemed to enable her to 
. overcome it, She was a girl of good physique, looked 
stroi *. nd received verj littl sympathy rom 1 <h 
teachers. At the end of two years and a half, she left 
school, on the verge of nervous collapse. 
Her health is by no means regained now, for the con¬ 
ditions of her life have not been under her control, and 
she has had to bear the friction as best she might. 
This case is but one of many that come under my per 
sonal observation, some of them with more direful re¬ 
sults. 
It has seemed to me the fault lies in absorbing oneself 
in a highly stimulating study.. No one believes more 
■ heartily than myself in the value of musical education. 
But so many girls with 'sensitive, nervous temperaments, 
start out with 111© idea, music la all to them. They care 
for not Id so n as i i< an< ome of 
them feel as if they would risk soul and body Is gain the 
power of interpretation they so much desire. If not very 
carefully gaarded at this point, the trouble begins. 
Teachers must realize their responsibility more than they 
do. Bscas.se a man is a fine performer, it does not follow 
that he can teach. 
If the simple rules given 'to my friend, which I have 
quoted at the beginning of this article, were more Often 
urged upon these young enthusiasts, much nervous 
reck a jht ded. 1 
nerv and tear. D < 
are alternated by heights of enthusiastic zeal. Just here 
let me say for the benefit of those who never practice 
ess than five or six hours a day, that an eminent teacher 
once said, iir my hearing that no one ought to practice 
more thanthr.ee hours a day. He added, “ what you can¬ 
not learn in three hours, you cannot learn in ten.” I tell 
you, girls, three hours every day, practiced with all your 
force of mind and body, will leave you too tired to do 
any more good work. I wish I could impress on you 
Ihesyalue of system in yonr work. Have regular hours 
for work* and keep to them. Don’t be ashamed to lie 
down and rbshan hour, or even half an hour, every day. 
If you are very nervous and tired, shut your eyes, and 
fo ce yourself to c ati L Be s ire i: id sj nd so . e •* m >. 
as much as you can, out-bfploors every day that it is 
not too stormy. I knew a girHvho was not strong, who 
used to take long rides in the horae^cars, in spring' and 
-•I11 i o b all g - to be< early it nigh alee if the 
great blessing to. the nervous girl,. 
I can tell you of a girl who was much improved-gnj 
health by studying music judiciously. She was intense^ 
in her love for the study, and, had she been physically 
strong, would have rushed along in the same, headstrong 
way which has brought so many to sorrow. 
She began the study of voice-culture at a conservatory. 
A wise physician warned her of the dangers of overwork, 
and she lived by rule, and practiced a little every day. 
She gained so much in a year, that she was able to 
take up the study of the piano, practicing, on an average, 
three hours a day, in addition to vocal and theoretical 
work. Ah, in order, to succeed, we must have health 1 
Most people now. recognize the need of a broader, gen¬ 
eral culture for a musician. He must be ablpto talk in¬ 
telligently on topics not connected with his profession. 
Conservatories are recognizing this fact, and students 
are given an opportunity to be educated roundly. . But, 
with mauy the time of study is limited, and they feel all 
either limited or Jiffuspd. When diffused, it rapidly 
extends up the sheath and involves the connective-tissue 
planes of the forearm. The swelling is not necessarily 
the seat of the difficulty. _ 
As the pus or liquid formed by suppuration extends 
along the sheath of the tendon, it oozes through the 
nearest opening or weakest spot of the sheath, thus 
forming an excrescence at that point. 
Treatment. —As the inflammation causes the sup¬ 
puration, the remedies must be directed to the curing 
the inflammation; and as this is Usually caused by a 
strain or oyer-exertion of the tendon, any movement of 
the latter will only aggravate the inflammation ; hence 
the inflammation in mild eases may/be controlled by 
rest, this being best secured by immobilization of the 
part. Gentle stimulating applications are believed to 
be of service. The application of heat either by fo men¬ 
tations or poultices will often arrest inflammation if ap- 
hJietl at the very beginning. Inflammation is sometimes 
checkejlby compression—an elastic bandage covering a 
•ger surface than that of the affected part being used. 
The following^kgiBcription was recommended to me by a 
eclebrated. pbysisian^and surgeon as having a tendency 
to dry up the liquid and'reduce the inflammation :- 
their energies must be devoted to their musical studies. 
To those, let me present the Chautauqua course of read¬ 
ing. 
It requires but forty/minutes a day and, this year, takes 
up a most interesting list of topics. It will be of much 
benefit to you fd turn your thoughts in an entirely dif¬ 
ferent :hannelf< at n each la Then mt jatyou 
self in scientific facts. How many students understand 
the phonograph ? Try and cnltivate an interest, if you 
lo - • eel one, in all tha >* best a li eri urc and art. 
Study good pictures; make collections of engravings. 
Most of all, interest yourself in the growing thought of 
the day—helpfulness—work for others. We are living 
in troublous times. There are many wrongs in the 
world; try to feel that all mankind are children of one 
Father, and do all in your power to right some of the 
wrongs • 
The King’s Daughters are doing a wonderful work in 
teaching women to be helpers. Some time, you will feel 
like giving all your musical knowledge for the power to 
Ho something for the suffering world. There is no joy 
like that of doing good. 
WEEPING SINEWS. 
iBY H. A. KELSO, JR. 
The prevalence of weeping sinews among piano- 
players calls for attention from teachers. While the 
treatment lies within the domain of the physician’s art, 
the teacher is often responsible foi thee use. Inflam¬ 
mation of tendinous synovial sheaths is either acute 
or chronic. In the case of piano players, it is usually 
acute, and is caused by slight irritation long continued 
or by over-exertion of the. tendon. 
In Acute'Tendo-synovitis, pain more. or less severe is 
usually the first noticed symptom,, such pain being 
limited to the region of the affected part and aggravated 
by movement of the tendon. The swelling soon appears 
along the course of the tendon, which is almost always 
one of the radio-carpal extensors in the forearm, or one 
to to ito: •..pnaor; in the neigb.lv;;:h -ad or the wrist. 
Besides the pain and swelling there is a peculiar and 
~bti .tion or gy . .ng -* cay be felt 




“ Aconite Root, 
Acid Carbolic, . 
Glycerine, . 







These means failing, incisions are sometimes made 
and iodine injected; but this process is not recom¬ 
mended by surgeons in general, as healing in this man-r 
ner is likely to causesari adhesion of the tendon to the 
fibres of the sheath, thus limiting the movement of the 
tendon, while if the joints were affected anchylosis might 
result. 
Every teacher should understand the cause of this 
disease, and teach in such a manner as to prevent its 
appearance, which can be very easily done by guarding 
against Btrain and developing and strengthening the ex¬ 
tensor muscles of the wrist, also the extensors of the 
fingers. Cases where, a weeping sinew results by strain¬ 
ing the flexor muscles are very rare, and I have yet the 
first one to see.; The susceptibility of the'-extensors to 
this disease is due to the fact that they are always 
weaker than the flexors; so my advice to all, especially 
pianists with weak wrists, is to strengthen the extensors 
of both wrist $nd fingers by judiciously selected gym¬ 
nastic exercises. 
SCHUMANN’S LETTERS TO A YOUNG MAN. 
Schumann gave some most excellent advice to a 
young man who thought of entering tbe musie profession. 
He said: 
“I cannot tell you how much it pains me tpAave to 
remind you of that passage in your letter where you tell 
me so openly and confidingly; about your circumstances. 
You consider the matter sufficiently important to write - 
to me about it, and so it is. Have you the courage to 
face the long time which will have to elapse before you 
may possibly see your way to a secure position ? T© 
bear the thousand deprivations and frequent humiliations 
withont sacrificing your youth and your creative power ? 
‘is I advi . y a to »c a it ving or , as poi ha^ alwayf 
done, to keep yourself in practice, and produce things 
in yonr mind aB much-as possible, to follow the lineB of 
our great examples and. masters—above all, Bach, 
Mozi rt and Be tl o m fend al rayi give tb< ilte eri ei 
kindly glance. Bat only after the severest self-examina¬ 
tion must you' adopt the career to which your heart 
inclines yon, and if you da not feel strong enough to 
brave its toils and dangers, seek that safe ground which 
you can always adorn with the fruits of your own imagi¬ 
nation and those of your favorite artists.” 
In a second letter we read: “Above all things per- 
'ere in cor entally,.not with the help of the 
instru ent, keep on turning and twisting 
thing .. . . ...... < _ 
day, and the sketch books of great composers, especially. 
Beethtfveu, prove how, long and laboriously they oftt v 
n a simp i Jot , ad kept aj ov 
nponit.’’ „ § 
SUCCESS. 
BY CHAS, W. IxANDON. 
“The laborer is worthy of his hire." The teacher 
who does superior work is sure eventually, if not at first, 
of a large class of pupils, provided his charges for 
tuition are not too high, and the town chosen is sufficiently 
large, for superior work is sure to make itself known. 
No true teacher works solely and only for money. You 
cannot serve God and Mammon in the religions life, 
neither can one serve the Muses and Mammon in the 
teacKbr’s life. The eye mnst.be single.and the endeavor 
concentrated upon the best artistic results. But the 
good gardener does not leave his plants to be choked 
by weeds, and get along' as best they can without help. 
He uses all legitimate means in his power to make them 
fruitful, and bends all his energies to that end. 
A teacher owes it as a duty to self, that the public 
become acquainted with, and have a chance to judge of 
the artistic value of the work he or she caa do, .and' have 
the privilege of gauging the amount of musical knowledge 
the teacher may possess. There are legitimate means 
of bringing to the notice of the public one’s best efforts. 
The writer recently received the following letter 
Dear Teacher.—After graduating I took a rest of two 
or three months, and then began to put myself in good 
practice and stuay up some of the subjects yon had sug¬ 
gested About th< Christmas h lidays, i h ard .* an 
opening in a Western town. Upon due consideration I 
accepted the position and found it a pleasant, thrifty 
place, although not particularly musical. But like 
many another Western town, it desires the best it can 
get. Therefore, I concluded to try and get up a class of 
music pupils. However at this writing (May 20th), 11 
sanuot say th ** * have succe led as u lasl had 1 >ped 
I hav he jver, „ fei good pi ils md the | om se of i 
others. I have been teaching a class in vocal music, i 
and have just given a concert with them and some 
amateur solo help I found here. What would you 
advise me to do ? Shall I give up and try some other 
larger place, seek a seminary position, or remain here 
awaiting the slow growth of a class ? 
From your dutiful pupil, S.- 
Miss S-:— 
My Dear Friend and Pupil :—I was much pleased to 
Shear from you, but could- have wished you greater suc¬ 
cess in your undertaking. But there is a right and. a 
wrongivay of achieving success as a private teacher. 
Correct methods will bring a class in a comparatively 
short time, while other methods, although legitimate in 
themselves, make a paying business a matter of very 
slow growth. Peopl will not employ any music-teacher 
until they know more or less about her. Hence the 
necessity of becoming known both musically and socially. 
A young teacher in your position must always have some 
any farther than having a card in the local newspaper; finished^ and when it is near the end of the school year 
bnt the papers in the town you have chosen, as in all they are not likely to begin with a .new teacher until the 
small places, give much space to personals, and this is opening of the next school year. Further, there is very 
the first column the subscribers turn to on receiving little teaching done during the summer vacation. This 
their copy. If yon are a subscriber and have a profes- may peconnt, and undoubtedly does in a measure, for 
rional card, Ihe editors 'will be • pleased to insert items what you deem your want of success, 
about yourself aud any musical matters you may become As above said, the outlying districts and adjoining 
interested in. The latter is of far more benefit than a communities increase largely the number of pupifr, and 
card would be. The card is the entering wedge. Yon until yon become well established, it is an excellent plan 
can find some "musical friend to write those items for to form classes at outside .places that are easy of access, 
yon (if yon are too modest to do it yourself). For When’your time is more fully occupied at home, some of 
; instance: You have given a successful concert; yon these classes can be discontinued, and the majority of 
had a chorus of your own training; some of your pupils your pupils will then come to your town studio for lessons, 
took very creditable parts; part of the programme was All this hastens the time when the people shall become 
i filled with the most popular home talent. When yon acquainted with the quality of your work and know you 
have decided upon the plan for your concert, a simple personally. 
'announcement conld be made of it, and from week to In many towns there is a class pf amateur teachers 
week, as yon decide upon different persons taking parts who canvas for pupils, and beseech their friends to em- 
and what they were to do, these wonld make very ploy them, when their children take lessons. Of course, 
pleasant items for the personals. Two or three reports as a self-respecting young woman, you will not stoop to 
f pro. s, tl naminj u ■( ciaiti on th< >rogramm this, fi r it i beneath he digni r a > ach< vho has so 
and what might be expected in general, would make much superior ability, and who is so well qualified to 
excellent items in which your own name wonld appear, stand the test of rivalry and competition as you are. 
Complimentary tickets enclosed in a nicely written note Yon mil remember that your teacher used to tell you if 
to the editors, with a cordial request that they be you were to be a music teacher, you must be so 
present, would undoubtedly ensure you a good report of thoroughly prepared as to compete with the best, and 
the concert. But it may be advisable to have a friend write that yonr teaching and playing must show itself so much 
the critique, you giving him points on which you wish to superior to that of the average teacher, that you could 
call special attention. This is of great value, especially command the patronage of the discriminating musical 
in the outlying districts, for every country home now people of the place in which you locate.- Knowing you 
has its musical instrument, and sends its children to coine folly np to these requirements, it is only a matter 
town for lessons, and where they go to so much trouble of time when yon will have as many pupils as you care 
and expense they will employ the superior teacher, to teach. In all probability you will get a class quicker 
This being the case, you should keep your pupilB to by staying where yon are, than by trying another place, 
work on lines that other teachers have neglected. Peo- Letthe musical people know what yon can do, and give 
pie like to think their children are enjoying exceptional them an opportnnity to become acquainted with you 
advantages under superior instruction. Therefore make socially as well as professionally, and you can trust to 
an extensive nse of the newer and best ways of teaching the good sense of onr American public for a successful 
that I know you to be capable of doing; and yon will future as a music teacher. 
find much in the Etude on this line. Your work in the On no account go about with a long face, because of 
musical society, above spoken of, will make good items, thfi slowness in the increase Of your class. Never talk of 
Publish not only what you are doing yourself, bnt what leaving the town if pupils do not come to you in larger 
the members of the society are doing. People will soon numbers, for this would surely prevent them from taking 
know you are the moving musical mind of their town, and lessons of you. Keep you* plans and designs to your- 
your name soon becomes associated with the best musical self. If possible, as you are a young woman, board 
affairs of the place. It will be an excellent plan for your with one of the best families in town, for this will give 
own development, the good of musical art, and will give yon a social standing that* is second only to your musical 
pleasure to your friends if you will write short musical arti- ability. Every community has its gossips; make, friends 
cles and sketches for your local paper, and also send some with the most respectable of them as Boon as possible, 
articles to the leading musical journals. It will lead you and give them “ in strict confidence ’’ the telling pointB 
.into habits of clear thinking, of critically Observing yonr of your musical and educational career, giving them per- 
own methods, and it will impose upon yon the necessity mision to tell this to one or two of their friends. 
  of clearly working out your own ideas, all of which will In this' confidential talk yon can incidentally mention 
of her best pieces well in practice that she may be able 
to play''upon short notification at any local entertain¬ 
ment to which she may be invited to take part. In 
private playing she should have a variety of pieces, some 
of the classical, some of the standard, and someof the 
more popular kind, that she* may please all nianner of 
tasteB, but you will need to use tact and good judgment 
as to what you play for people. If you have musical 
acquaintances enough, and have a few good players, 
among, your pupils, give a public concert for some | 
worthy cause, and invite as much of the local amateur 
talent to take part as you can find place for upon your 
programme. Each singer and player has a circle of 
friends, and that all helps toward a good-audience- The 
concert gives people a chance to find out what you can 
do both as a performer and teacher. You should take 
the trouble to become acquainted with as many musical 
amateurs as possible. Organize them into a musical 
society where a .regular course can he taken up, as was 
described in the Etude of September and October, 1890. 
The leaders of musical matters in every community are 
the intelligent amateurs, and a great point is gained 
when they become your friends. The concerttoand 
especially the organized mnsical society, gives them an 
opportnnity of becoming acquainted with yonr capabili- 
ties, and being pleased, the natural consequence is they 
recommend job as a teacher among their friends. 
It is not customary for the professions to advertise 
tend to superior work in teaching, as well as make you the concerts in which you were so cordially received, 
favorably known among the musical public. Thomas and the much fine music - you have heard, from whom 
Tfapper’s book, “ Ghats with Music Students," gives and where you have studied music, at what age you 
valuable advice and plans of work iif this line,' When,- began, how much yon practiced, and especially explain 
ever there is anything going on for the benefit of local yonr superior preparation for the work of teaching, 
charities, or the churches, you would be the first to re- Id the selection and making of friends, do not neglect 
ceive an invitation to take part, and possibly become the the editors-of the local newspapers, and their families, 
mnsical leader. This will bring you into kindly rela- In a conversation with them you can find out npon 
lions with a great many pupils. whom of the amateur musicians they pin their faith. 
\ If in any way you can train a class of children, espe- W*u over to your cause that amateur at once, then 
_ .1._ c :i: _i :_i  j:__ 1 ‘ Trnat. in find and keen vnnr 'nowder drv.” and re- pecially those of the families in good social standing— 
for they are the people who are most interested in supe¬ 
rior niusical instruction—this will greatly enlarge your j 
acquaintance and eventnally your work. When yon can 
interest children you have interested their parents. In 
any community of city or country, an entertainment that 
" us Go p yo p y,
member "all things come to him who waits.” 
TH0E0UGH PEEPABATX01, 
results in broi tj-s - • your sphei of activity, for in a disappointmi ts > ! 1< as y ’? mm qualifiedf< * m a , k 
great many instances it is the children who decide from and love it thoroughly, you are sure to become weaty of 
whom they shall talce lessons, and to have a pleasant E. You must expect cloee competition, for there are 
• . , ... . . . i A many laborers in Apollo’s vineyard, and among them 
acquaintance with the children of the town is to lay the you meet those who would Bnatch the last bite of 
- s> - bread from yon; yon must inept men in yonr life’s 
Perhans there is one feature in'vonr case that von career who criticise your. . workx severely and often un- 
. . . . , , , . , mayed however at this, but go ahead and do yonr duty* 
to take music lessons was Already doing so when you dog0(fd work, be diligent and energetic, and the publiC? 
arrived at your field of labor, and they could not break will 8ee yonr work and commend yon for it,-—Musical 
off at once for a change of teachers. Terms must be World. V. 
that there iB one universal, infallible, patent, back-action,, 
automatic, duplex, aelf-repeati 5, indefeasible method. 
There are great artists under all possible systems of 
P. L.—First, you ask, Why not train the beginner in I teaching, just as. there are magnificent trees in every 
the pressure tone ? possible climate. 
My answer is emphatically like that of echo, “Why 
not?” 
The statement as to your own custom of training 
pupils to rest the finger tips lightly upon the digitals (an 
excellent name, by the way, for the misnomer keys, cor¬ 
responding strictly to pedals in the organ and rescuing BY J0HN s* TAN CLEYE- My answer is this: If your pupil begins at the age of 
then - - ten, calculating in round numbers and roughly, on the 
down the required* fihgpr, is exactly what I should 1. ToN. M. W:—You ask for a book containing biog- rule of the Psalmist, that life lasts for threescore! years 
approve of; but one caution is-very necessary. raphies of modern composers. and ten, I should say the pupil should continue the scales 
Whenever l am asked about technique—if such and By that I suppose you mean very recent living com- for sixty years ; but if by reason of strength life should 
h posers, for instance Scharwenka, Moskowski, and others be fourscore, then for seventy years. 
’ anything joint omns ... My own custom has become more and more, as my 
of the fingers, with the hand, or with the arm, which is There are many sources of biographical information, years of experience accumulate, to bring the study of 
not, at some time and in some connection, both allowable but my impression is that no one thesaurus of ample scales into, the foreground of the student’s mind and 
I net n piano i . lformation j.is field can be found impart them very early in the course. I always teach 
tion you that the hand of a beginner must be primarily There are sketches of such men scattered widely, the major scale and the minor harmonic together, or in 
trained to individualize the fingers and the muscles. through all the musical journals, and especially just at the alternate lessons, and the minor melodic soon after- 
Just as Edison has had great trouble in dividing the time of their death, and I recommend you to consult the wards, 
electric current, so do we piano teachers find an infinite files of any of our long established and reputable In fact, I see no logical reason why the scale of C 
deal of trouble in sensitizing and rendering'conscious journals. should be any clearer to. the mind than that of B flat 
the separate fingers, so that one finger can act and the There is a book recently issued by W. S. B. Mathews, minor, or why it should be any harder to think in six 
ot w m ith which is one of the very best things in the world on the sharps or six fiats, major or minor, than to think in the 
A perfect pianist should be able to work any finger history of music, presenting the subject on a scale of good old familiar G and D. 
with any required degree of speed or power, without the. relative importance and with due perspective, and with I also teach the scales by what I call a formula of 
least tremor of sympathy of the other fingers, if neces- that vivacity of style and freshness of manner which pitch-distance, something which I cannot very easily 
sary. : characterize everything from the pen of Mr. Mathews. explain in the space allotted to me here. / 
The pressure tone will not adequately teach the indi- As to. the “Manual of Music,” of W. M. Derthiek, Mo; a school girl will never get beyond the use of 
vidualism of fingers, hence it is necessary to combine it and his cards of musical authors, they also both contain scales, but it is very easy to tire her out with them, so 
with a great variety of finger actions; in which lifting is a very large amount of the most important information, that she will hate them and so that they will not do her 
the important thing. But the plan of the new edition of the manual has been any good. Here the teacher must use the greatest 
And just here I agree with Mr. Sherwood, in believing a good deal modified by important improvements. possible patience and caution, tact and persistence, 
strongly in the Technicon as a gymnastic preparation for 2. Are notes to be played portamento when marked A small amount of scale study should be constantly 
piano playing, especially training the extremely weak with a curve and a dot ? required as a practice and at recitation, but all possible 
muscles of the upper side of the arm in the lifting Yes, certainly, provided you know what portamento is, ingenuity should be applied to diversifying and, so to 
motion. The weakness of Technicon practice I think to and provided you take a solemn oath never again to use say, poetizing scales. 
this h : . pares eles, tb n tte ably at ur . > l^jur question as to the study of thorough-bass preced- 
train them in the special acts required for executing In Von Billow’s excellent comment on the Rondo ing the study of harmony, a little puzzles me. 
groups of tones upon the keyboard. Capriccioso, of Mendelssohn, I find that he condemns I suppose you mean by thorough bass, figured bass; by- 
But this is amply metby another mechanical appliance, with the greatest severity the use of this term, and it harmony, the structure and connection of chords ? 
which I also use in my studio and approve of very ought to be stamped out, for it is sheer nonsense. Then again you would call counterpoint and form 
heartily, namely, the Virgil Practice Clavier. Portamento is a term derived from the violin and the different studies ? s 
These two—the Technicon and Clavier—flanking the voice. Strictly speaking, it belongs to the voice, for it ' Sp they all are. But why not group them all tinder 
.piano, make a completely-equipped array of implements means that peculiar gliding, or use of intermediate inter- theAne -head of “ Theory of:.Music ” ; or, still better, 
in a pianist’s studio. , , vals not recognized in the theory of music, which is per- “ The Grammar of Music/’’? 
As to the practice of leading pianists, I cannot answer fectly”BatiMfal and easy for the voice. / ■ Studying theory and composition are really two differ- 
with categorical positiveness, but my impression is that - On the violin portamento can be done in the same way ent things, 
the leading pianists differ among each other as to these exactly, but the marking (the curve and dot) means Everybody should know theory if possible,\ from the 
ihnical points. something different on the violin, that is to say, it means very first lesson on to the highest structural laws of 
J. S. V. C. a push or a pull intercepted by constant hesitation. That counterpoint and fugue. Whereas, except as an exer- 
2,/Yon ask about using the second or third finger in isjfhat is known technically as the up or down bow- cise for mentality and to, train us to unravel the great 
arpeggios, and plead for naturalness and ease. staccato. But on the piano it has a meaning still dif- works of genius, I do not think that composition should 
Here again you are right, and here again I shall have ferent from this. / ■■ be greatly recommended; for the productions of our 
to say, every possible way for fingering the1 arpeggios is Portamento in the strict sense of the.word, though easy musical brain, unless, they have the mysterious fire, the 
at some time or other good. For example, 5 Von Biilow for all bowed instruments of the violin family, is utterly quicksilver blood of God-given genius, in them, will be 
tells us to finger the A flat arpeggio in the 1st move- impossible on any, other instrument. Let us take the lay figures or.' hideous waxwork, however hard may be 
ment of Beethoven’s Opus 110 with the thumb and fifth advice of Kullak and say “ non-legato,” or tftill better, the toil with which we produce them, 
finger on the black keys, and the second finger on the adopt the term from the violin nomenclature, and call it The study of analysis, however, is something different 
white;. again, in the same movement, the first inversion “ detache,” which^ does not mean quite the same,-but from this, and should be absolutely required of every 
of the E major chord, with the thumb and fifth finger on comes nearer to-it than anything else. , pupil. 
the G sharp,while the B and E are struck by the second To explain^ what the curved and dotted phrasing Even if a girl proposes to study only six months, I 
and fourth fingers., means, it is in effect this: give every note three-fourths should require her to learn something aboutthefunda- 
Now, at first look, this is the incarnation of awkward- of its face value, but let the last fourth of its face-value mental laws of harmony, 
ness, but after you try- a'-few movements you find that be g-fest. That is, to use the language of the banker, * 
the tones are so grouped that this makes a -very conve- discount every note at 75 per cent, o"? its face value. - —Mon's. Auguste Perrot has been engaged by Mr* 
nient and smooth mode of fingering. 8. You ask in what form are scales taught in reference Bj^Stoe^ConservatbrVof MuBicfPhiladelphia? M? 
As to the use of the third and fourth fingers, I sup^osi* to imilar and ontrary notio thirds, sixes, etc. Ferrot has been teaching in the National Conservatory 
you, mean in the fundamental form of triad- in the left My answer is,,in all forms. Of course use some common |a York, Is a graduate of the /Paris Conservatoire, 
hand,-for that is the only place where there would be sense and tact in applying them to the particular suss, and was a well-known operatic leader in Paris. _Ho as 
“X q-«on .bout it . . But the .cle. «. to » m™, » iltatretion ^ 
As,, to the idea advanced by Allois Videz, that of the Lord’s maxim, “1 he poor ye have always with you. jQjin ^ Pommer, Jr., the well-known organist, who 
fingering all triads is the position and with the finger I insist on all the whole twenty-four scales being equally a pn|jil of Joseph Rheinberger, August Haupt, 
selection required by the six-four position, this, I think, at familiar to the pupil’s mind and fingers. Teach all the Alex. _ Guilmant, Dr. Hans Bischoff, Albert Becker, 
tidies, very good; but it all depends upon the pitch on best forms of fingering 1 do not hold rigidly 4s any one, Se’highhst^CTms^hfs abil??y aiis*a 
which the arpeggio is written by the composer. for they all come in good play si some time, and cook virtuoso and composer. Negotiations are also pending 
The prolific mother of misapprehension, eccentrici- them up, with all the variety that yonr ingenuity or your for the addition of several other celebrities to the faculty 
tie& and absurdities in piano playing is the assumption library will suggest. for the coming season. 
Questions anfl ^nswei]s 
LETTERS TO. PUPILS, 
© X‘74r TU B E 
yiftp T^fI?Hr^f^fPYT«S, ^RlmriTTTT the thnmb under, on the first white key Which follows a The first hour I spend in definition of musical tbrijns, 
JiAKCiliHeip . black key and nse the same fingers in returning. readingfrom biographies, current musical literature, and 
——i■ Exceptions:—A. For the right hand. In the melodic musical history. 
[Teachers are invited to send The Etude short letters on subjects forms of the F sharp and C sharp minor scales, the The second hour I carry out a .complete musical pro¬ 
ways of worHifglind^ra^c&™a<^,0"utSnokco^^ index finger would fall on the last upper key; but use gram j everything is played from memory, with as much 
bo accepted.] the middle (8d) finger instead, so as to bring the thumb care as if we had a full audience. 
X HOW TO MEMORIZE. in returning on D in F sharp scale, and on A in C sharp I teach them how to stand, to walk to the instrument, 
The late Carl Merz in his valuable and highly interest- scale. and how to do whatever they Seem to need help in doing, 
ing collection of lectures and essays, published in book B. For the left hand:—In the harmonic forms of B flat This experience helps them to self-pose,confidence, and to 
form, under the title, “ Music and Culture,” by the pub- and E flat minor scales descending, the thumb should be overcome to sonie extent the nervousness all young play- 
fee t .  
  KI . 
 - M r st¬
, ¬
lisher of this Magazine, has given, under the heading, crossed under, on the same keyB as in the descending' 
“Memory,” some valuable information regarding this melodic forms, i. e. F in B flat scale and C flat in E flat 
Wonderful faculty. 
It is only my intention to give here a few hints on how to 
memorize a piece of music, in hopes that it may benefit 
some, as I consider it a sure way of memorizing. 
scale, and not on A and D respectively, as the rule 
would require. 
A good way to secure, in a short time, correct scale 
fingering from a pupil, is to require him to write out on 
era feel when trying their powers for the first time in 
concert work. It also creates and increases the enthu¬ 
siasm and love for the study of the greatest of arts. 
E. J. Knox. 
BO! IS X re J t j 01 is ina uu cuuj uu  »« ** u nit >■’ uu INTERESTING PUPILS IN THEORY. 
How often do we hear persons endowed with good cardboards, the crossings for a given scale; then to Let the pupi,8 form and write their 8cale8‘ and chorda 
musical talent, keen musical sensitiveness in regard to practice that scale, at first with one hand for two, three for them8elve8. I never found the slightest difficulty in 
pitch, proficient performers on a chosen instrument and and four octaves ire the same direction, then with both making them do j writet he BCa,es of c and Q for 
well educated in all pertaining to the Divine Art, who hands, until the scale can be played at least four times them . e2plain the con8tract;0n of the scale of C out of 
complain that they cannot rely on their memory in the without fault or hitch. the Tetiachord and the Semitone hetween „nrl 
performance of a 1 ipe aiti >n without th« notes. 
True, the importance attached to the fear of playing 
from memory in public a dozen or more pieces, is over 
estimated, but it is nevertheless a very important factor, 
and one which every striving music student should culti¬ 
vate, whether he or she makes practical use'of it or not, 
as it imp o es re imory, and devt' >ps the facul j of 
concentration. 
Now to a few hints in regard to its cultivation: 
Do not simply play your piece over and over again 
until you have acquired a so-called hand and finger 
Here are two sample cards for scale practice : 
Scale of A Major - 
Ascending. R. H.: Cross thumb under on D and A. I 
L. H.: Gross '3d finger on F sharp ; fourth on B. 
Descending. R. H. : Cross 8d finger on C sharp ; 4th 
on G sharp. 
L. H.: Cross thumb under on E and A. 
Scale of 6 Minor. - 
Ascending. R. H.: Cross thumb under on C and G. 
L. H.: Cross 3d finger on E flat or E ; fourth on A. 
Descending. R. H.: Cross 3d finger on B flat; 4th 
memory which, cannot be relied upon, but study your on F sharp or F. 
piece thoroughly with the notes, phrase after phrase, L. H.: Cross t 
b ifore you * to memorize. 
Be careful to take correct fingering, analyze the har¬ 
monies, watch the proper shading, in fact, master the HALF-HOl 
piece before you attempt to memorize it. Then I would I am interested 
advise you to name the notes of the melody from begin- I give only this a 
ning to end, at the same time try and think of the har- have given lesso 
humb under on D and G. 
: Ernst Held. 
LF- UR LESSONS FOR SCHOOL GIRLS. 
in the subject of half-hour lessons, as 
mount of time almost exclusively. I 
ns in schools, conservatories, and to 
the Tetrachord and the Semitone between the third and 
fourth letter. Show them that the scale of G is an exact 
imitation of the scale of C a perfect fifth above ; going 
from fifth to fifth up, the pupil copies the old sharps 
and adds a new one, and so on until the scale of C sharp 
is reached. Then we start a fifth lower than C and 
add a flat on the fourth degree in every new scale until C 
fiat is reached. 
... . X 
In a similar way I let them form the harmonic and 
melodic minor scales from the major scales. All 
teachers will find that pupils like to do'that kind of 
work. After writing major, minor, seventh and enhar¬ 
monic chords with their resolutions, I proceed to teach 
them how to connect chords,/and how to modulate. 
This I consider as a kind of amusement for them ; they 
are not obliged to do it, butfthey do it willingly and they 
are always quickly on'hand to show me what they have 
written, and to ask for more to write. 
Edward Yon Adelung. 
monies and fingering. Go over the whole piece mentally private pupils; and find the half-hour more satisfactory 
without touching your instrument or referring to your" than any other. This refers to the majority of piano 
music, unless you are absolutely at a loss how it should students, viz.: school-girls from eight to sixteen. Not 
progress. 
Of course, in order to do this, you must be alone, with 
many errors are possible when a teacher sees a pupil 
twice a week, as any fault can be promptly nipped in 
no outward influence to disturb the train of your thought the bud. I find in the half-hour that a pupil, as well ms 
and fixedness of your purpose. ' ' - ' I 
Your mind must be so wrapped in your music that you | 
hear itmentally, and that you actually seem to see the 
notes before your mental vision. 
With a little practice you will know it so well that, you 
could write it down, if the composition is not too long 
and pretentious. 
Now you may resort to your instrument. 
the teacher, knowing that the time is limited, concen¬ 
trates the whole mind on the work from beginning to 
end. Short, pointed explanations are best understood 
j / PUPILS OF LISZT. 
.x' -■ -v 
-A little book has just been issued by the Leipzig firm, 
Reclam, by August Goellerich, Liszt’s private secretary 
during his later years. This is the‘-second (and last) 
volume of the “Liszt Biography,” begun by Nohl, the 
famous critic and litterateur, incomplete because of his 
death in 1885, and the broken narrative finished by 
Liszt’s last secretary. ThiB little book is of much 
and remembered. In technics, a wide-awake teacher importance, for it settles for all time the much-discussed 
1 / i«_ C T •_1.1_' •!_ T _ _ _• (• it V 
can instantly detect the mistakes to be corrected, and 
five to eight minutes are all that is necessary- in this 
direction. Ten minutes for fitudes, ten for the new 
piece, and five remaining for,review and sight reading. 
The hands are but the slaves of the brain, and must Nothing new given without, thorough analysis. With 
* I , * ' X 1.1 ■ * • - .‘“■“'X . : ! . J , , • » , ■» • '■ ' V 7 ‘ 1 . 
obey its sovereign authority. regard to correcting mistakes, my experience has taught 
The thinking powers are wonderfully strengthened by me the best way to show a pupil his error is to play the 
this kind of practice, and the memory will constantly phrase first correctly, and following his interpretation 
improve. ■*' afterward, which method requires little time, ahd gives 
Les Dehmler. the pupil opportunity to cultivate his musical hearing 
“ “ ear.” Few pupils can secure more than five or 
ANOTHER WAY OF FINGERING SCALES. six hours study at the piano for a semi- weekly lesson, 
For more than thirty years I have used in my teaching and surely a half hour with a teacher is amply sufficient 
a rule for this purpose which is my own deduction, for that amount of time. 
. 
There are but few slight deviations from the rule; here 
it is for the fingering of all the scales, except the chro¬ 
matic. , ■ ' 
I. Scales Beginning on a White Key.—Place both 
A lady when beginning her professional duties in a 
seminary advocated this system, and after a few lessons 
the head of the department remarked that she accom- 
plishet! more in thirty minutes than her predecessor in 
hands five octaves apart, the little fingers on the outer forty-five. A progressive and honest teacher is open to 
question of Liszt’s pupils. In an appendix is a full and 
complete list, and I have taken the trouble to search ont 
the American pupils', and those so long resident here 
that we may consider them such. This is the list rX- 
Ladies.—Miss Anderwood, Miss Bartlett, ^Boston ; 
Mrs. R.- Burmeister, Baltimore; . Miss Anna Bock, 
Europe; Miss Amy Fay, Chicago; Mias Auguste Fischer, 
New York; Miss Cecilia Gaul, Cincinnati; Miss Mary 
Garlichs, Miss Geyser, New York; Msbs Gower, Balti¬ 
more; Miss Annie Gilbreth, Providence ; Miss Adele 
Hastings, Binghamton; Miss Howard, New York; 
Miss May Hoeltge, Cincinnati ; Miss A. Aus der Ohe, 
Miss Pinney, New York : Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea, Mies 
Sothman, Miss Spater, Boston; Miss Neally Stevens 
Miss Josephine Ware, Miss Winslow, Chicago. 
Gentlemen.—Mr. Bernard BockeMann, New York; 
Mr. Richard Burmeister, Baltimore; Mr. Morris A. 
Bagby, New York; Mr. Carl Baenpann, Boston; Mr. 
Arthur Bird, Berlin ; Mr. Milefi’Benedict, Boston ; Mr. 
Dayas, Weimar; Mr. Harry F, Hatch, Chicago; Mr. 
Rafael JpiSeffy, Mr. Edwin Klahre, Mr. Alex. Laipbert, 
New York ; Mr. C. V. Lachmund, •Minneapolis1;, Mr. 
W. Waugh Lander, Boston; Mr. -Emil Leibling, Chi¬ 
cago; Mr. Wm, Mason, New York; Mr. Louis Mass, 
keys; play in contrary motions two octaves; mark the conviction, and the views of experienced teachers are Mr. John Orth, Mr. Carlyle Petersilea, Mr. Max Pinner, 
keys on which the thumbs fall and cross the midc(l@-{3d) 
fingers, this will bring the thumbs on the key-note; 
finger the second octave like the first. 
ExceptionsFor the F scales in the right hand and 
the B scales in the left hand. Begin with fourth finger 
greatly to be desired. 
Annie Horton Smith. 
TEACHING STAGE DEPORTMENT. 
I have a plan for bringing out my pupils which'may be 
instead of little finger, and cross fourth finger over the' new to some teachers. 
thumb. . , '' . 
II. Scales Beginning on a Black Key.—Place the 
index (2d) fingers of both hands on the same black keys, 
, of an octave apart, in ‘the centre of the keyboard; play 
,, I hold what I call weekly musicals. 
They are private because educational, not for eiitef-: 
tainment. 
One evening of-each week my pupils come to me for 
in contrary motion two octaves with each hand, crossing two hours. 
Boston ; Mr. J. Pratt, Chicago; Mr. Charles Pottgieser, 
St. Paul; Mr. F. W.Riesberg, Mr. Otto Singer, Buffalo; 
Mr. Frank van der Slacken, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
New York. ' X^’ 
Many of these names are entirely unknown to fame. 
In the case of the ladies, doubtless most are married, 
while others’ whereabouts are unknown. Among the 
gentlemen there m many^prominent name, and nearly 
all fearb npw laborin^^ the great vineyard of music, 
active as composers, conductors, pianistB, teachers. 
** This list should, once for all, settle the doubtfm? mat¬ 
ter of “ Liszt pupils.” 7 \ 
A CONTRIB C 
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KNOWING THAT YOU KNOW. turn any<boy or girl into a really great man or womttn, 
in splte of the BhabbieBfc environment.” Henry Ward 
selected by w. f. gates. - ' Beecher said that he was greatly indebted for his success 
_1 • ^ “ Better an army of stags with a lion for a leader, in hfe to a country schoolmaster. Upon one of the first 
“ When I sat at my old worm:eaten piano I envied.no than an army of lions with a stag for a leader: ” thus days under this master's care he was answering some 
king in his happiness.” said the old Greeks. Or, in other words, it might be questions in mental arithmetic. When he was answer- 
“I was never a rapid writer, and always composed said,-That for a leader we must have a person who not i®g the master shook his head. Henry figured it out 
with deliberation and industry.” . only has power, but is thoroughly self-conscious that he again, with the same result. Still the master shook his 
“I believe I have done my duty and that the world.has has it. No epoch has been made in the world’s history head, even more emphatically. After the third attempt 
been benefitted by my'works. Let others do the same.” that was not brought about by some man filled with the he saw that he certainly was right, but the master rebuked 
‘‘ My mind is very weary, and it is only the help of God self-consciousness of his mission. These are they who him and told him to try again; At the fourth time 
I daily have studied and found out some great facti and having Beecher declared very earnestly and with rising wrath 
wag no use in doing it again. 
My boy, never let a shake of the 
SENTENCES ISOS HAYDN; SHOWING THE 
MAN AS WELL AS THE MUSICIAN. 
that will sap|ly wl i s', wanting n my pov ar. 
pray ti> Him, for without His assistance I am but a poor unflinching belief in its truth, have had the necessary that he was right and there 
creature.” courage to give this truth to the world, regardless of its 
• I mss jver scrpious as during the time Iwas\ orking reception, 
upon ‘ The Creation.’ Daily I fell upon my knees and Besides natural endowment of heart and mind from 
prayed God to grant me strength for the happy execution the Giver of all good, there needs to’ be years of study 
of this work.” . ' and preparation, and then extensive reading of and 
“ If an idea struck me as beautiful and satisfactory to meditation upon the best thoughts of the greatest minds, 
the ear and the heart, I would rather let a grammatical until one believes his own ideals to be the world’s neces- 
error remain, than sacrifice to mere pedantic trifling that sities. Such men were Peter the Hermit, giving birth 
which is beautiful.” to the Crusades; Luther, in his protest that faith was 
“ I am surrounded by emperors, kings and many ex- greater than works ; Columbus, that worlds were to be 
alted persons, and I hear much flattery from them, but discovered; Galileo, that the earth turns on its axis; 
I will not live upon familiar termB with them ; I prefer Pcstalozzi and Eroebel, in their insistence upon the 
the people of my own station.” natural method of education, which was to the old 
“ My greatest ambition is to be recognized by all the theory as the filled pitcher to the living spring, 
world as the honest man which I really am, and I dedi- Every teacher of experience finds pupils who come 
cate all the praises I have received to Almighty God, to bim witb lessons thoroughly prepared. TheJdeal he 
for to Him alone are they due.” had given them has been perfected, and in many 
“ Scarcely anyone can bear comparison with the great instances advance made upon it. But in other instances, 
Mozart. Would that I could impress upon every friend an<^ notably in a few, the pupils seem to retrograde from 
of music, and especially upon great men, the same deep '■l16 **ieai received when with the teacher, playing less 
sympathy and appreciation for Mozart’s inimitable works an<i less perfectly till the next lesson hour arrives, like 
that I feel and eDjoy ; then, the nations would vie with the writing 1® a boy’s copybook, fairly good next to the 
each other in the possession of such a treasure.” • c0Py. b®t the farther down the page the worse it is. 
“He who knows me thoroughly cannot but find that All this is due in a large measure to self-confidence, 
I owe very much to C. P. Era. Bach, for-I understood or its lack. Time and time again what teacher has not 
and studied him profoundly. Indeed, upon one occasion been naked by a scholar things that he was certain that 
he complimented me on it. I played his sonatas innumer- pupil knew perfectly well ? Pupils thus show they 
able times, especially when I felt troubled, and I always not depend upon their own knowledge, for in coming 
left the instrument refreshed and in cheerful spirits.’’ to anything that seems difficult, they blindly turn away 
“ After my voice was absolutely gone I dragged myself fr°m it in a lazy and cowardly way, instead of applying 
through eight miserable years teaching the young. It Is their knowledge and conquering it. 
this wretched struggle for bread which crushes so many Any difficulties that occur in a lesson may in variably 
men of genius, taking the time they should devote to be overcome if the pupil will but apply his knowledge, 
study. I should have accomplished little or nothing if I The best teachers seldom, if ever, hear their pupils play 
had not zealously worked at night upon my composi- a new piece through upon giving it to them, but oblige 
tions.” the pupil to depend upon his own resources for its 
“ My Prince was always satisfied with my works. I correct reading. When a pupil really begins to depend 
not only had the encouragement of steady approbation, upon himself, and to have the courage of his own con- 
■ EDITOBIAL NOTES. 
Ten dollars spent forjeasons from a good teacher will 
bring better and greater results than the same amount 
for twieejjs'f’many lessons with a common or poor 
teacfierE *•. 
LECTURES AND RECITALS ON THE LECTURE-COURSE OF 
YOUR TOWN. 
Why not request the lecture committeemen of your 
town to include a lecture on music in their course, and 
to have one or more fine concerts by the best artists', in 
place of one of the lectures ? They could get no stronger 
attraction, and these musical evenings would add much 
to the popularity of the course. Nearly all lecture en- 
sgagements are made early in the season, so do your part 
early. 
have you thought about it? 
Hats you so used the long vacation that you can give 
better lessons than ever before? _ Have you grown in 
musical knowledge and teaching skill ? Why are your 
pupils taking lessons of you rather than of some of 'the 
other teachers in town ? Have your pupils shown a 
wise choice in selecting you as their teacher? Are you 
going to keep up a better practice, and study more for 
self-improvement this year than ever before ? Have you 
ever thought that a knowledge of the improved ways of 
teaching, and tact and skill in'adapting your instruction 
to the needs of each pupil are as necessary as skill 
in playing your instrument, or the amount of musical 
learning you may possess? Time improves some music 
teachers but It makes of others fossils. How is it with 
you? Why are you teaching music? 
WHAT AND HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DO? 
Abe you going to use better music this year than ever 
before ? Shall you try to make the practice of scales 
more interesting to your'pupils this year? Have you 
read up this past vacation, so you can give your pupils 
many interesting facts about the composers and the music 
they v ill . 1 Shall oi ndu , ipils to 
do more musical reading than -ever before ? Shall you 
get j bette mush s vith 1 fetei programme that i * 
better performed? Are you going to give instructive 
and interesting musical talks in your musicales ? Who 
is responsible for the musical culture of your com¬ 
munity? In what better way can you elevate public 
tastes in your town thaif by your musicales and in getting 
mas al p< pi c tal a musical magazin ’ 
The writer has just finished a careful reading of 
‘ Music and Culture,1’ by Carl Mens. It is a delightful 
book and one that makes the reader.do some thinking' 
that is good for him. The teacher, pupil or amateur 
who likes to know the underlying reasons of what he 
hears and feels when listening to good music, and why 
his soul is stirred with such marked sensations, will read 
the book with delight and with great profit. Teachers 
who wish to inspire their pupils to better work will do 
well to have their pupils’read it. There are chapters for 
all that are at all interested in music. The-one for min¬ 
isters is worth the price of the book to any chorister 
who is somewhat troubled with undne interference. In 
fact, every thinking and progressive ■ musical man or 
woman, young or old, should read this book, the crown¬ 
ing work of one of America’s greatest musical thinkers 
and journalists. 
We are receiving many letters from teachers, saying 
that they are famishing their pupils with The Etude, 
charging it to their account, the same as they do Bheet 
mug I n cas< I there ;ompl intfrom p l. nta baton 
the contrary, parents become the most interested read¬ 
ers, in many instances. Patrons realize that the music 
pagesmake the cost'an economy, while teachers are much 
more than paid in the greatly increased interest that the 
pupils take in music. The articles often furnish mate¬ 
rial for a musical conversation, and frequently there is 
an idea that might have been directed to the pupil in 
person, so perfectly does it fit their case. And these 
personal hits carrj great veight and do the pupil ai an 
told good. Teachers will notice that recent numbers 
have furnished an uncommon amount of special articles 
that are valuable to pupils. We are giving their interests 
special care, and have made particular arrangements for 
the future. 
I fBLISHER'S NOTES, 
It has been too much the fashion to sneer at the reed 
organ among a certain set of musicians. Mankind are 
dc much incli ed ^ery down thi g that they *, loi 
possess. Perhaps these worthy people cannot play the 
reed organ in a true reed-organ style. This true reed- 
organ style is taught in Landon’s Reed Organ, so plainly 
that an ordinary pupil can acquire it. One of the first 
purchasers of the method says: “The Reed Organ 
Method I have just received, and it goes beyond my''ex¬ 
pectations. It is the only Reed Organ Method I km&y 
ever examined that truly deserves the name of “Meth- 
1.” FhiB book c ifers a gre t benefit ra teachei nd 
pupils, I am sure. I have never before found a satisfac¬ 
tory method with pieces of genuine worth and properly 
graded, till I' received this valuable book. I -cannot 
speak too highly of it, and I think everyiteacher who 
loves his work will say the same when he becomes ac 
quainted with this book. It is a delight to read the text, 
" or it seems as <r‘ the authc r were speal i ig dire j _ to 
the reader, and sayingfixactly those things that shonld be 
, pil H. A. P. J. 
We will have ready in early September, a new volume 
of instructive pieces called “ Album of Instructive 
Pieces.” It is a volume of the beat, of the easier pieces, 
The table of contents can be found in advertisement, in. 
another part of The Etude. The special offer for this 
book will only be in force during September. ’ If teachers 
want a supply of this work for next season, they can be 
had for about paper and printing, daring September. 
We will send the volume for 36 els, iffcash accompanies 
the order, post-paid, or 2 copies for one dollar. Order 
now or you will be to too lata. We make if. an invariable 
rule not to fill orders at special introductory prices after 
work Is on market. Teacher can rely on this volnme. 
, It is always acceptable to pnpils. 
“Music Life and How to Succeed-in it,” by Thomas 
Tapper, is on the market and the special offer on the 
work is withdrawn. The book is one every teacher 
shonld own. Read table of contents in advertisement. 
The Arpeggios, Part III of Dr. Wm. Mason’s Touch 
and Technic will be ont About the time this issue is ready. 
Our advanced subscribers will be surprised and we hope 
delighted, at receiving such a beautiful volume. The 
work is more than twice as large as Part I, Two-finger 
Exercises. The price of this volume is the same as part 
I, |1.00. 
Part II, “ Scales,” will soon follow. It will be even 
a larger work than the Arpeggio. The special offer will 
be kept open during September, but may be withdrawn 
after that. See advertisement elsewhere. 
The season of teaching for 91-92, will soon open. 
We have made extensive preparations for trade with 
teachers. We make it a special feature to favor the 
teacher; our business is with the teacher, not the dealer. 
The discount on our own publications is lower than 
usual m we give the t aeher the j lefit the leal rust .2, 
gets./ It will be to, your advantage to order from ns, it 
costs no more to send to Philadelphia. 
most Valuable features are the numerous illustrations, j 
The English histories are inclined to give too much 
space to English musicians at the expense of those of 
other countries. Students, conservatories and schools 
that have been using a mere collection of dates, such as 
Hum’s history,- or-a volume of essays', such as Ritteris 
History, can now have an entertaining, readable and 
finely illustrated work that gives something more than 
the dry bones of history. , Mr. Mathews’ “ Popular 
History” combines the most valuable points of the 
histpries of Ritter, Hunt, Henderson, etc. However^ 
many “dry-as dust” teachers will go on in the old way 
of teaching history, i.'e., first, dates; second, dates-, 
third dai N o - or lei the r pupil hun • 2 >ol o i 
nusical to; I* i In M ithews root wa glad to 
find i laptez on 8 Musical Notation,1 “The Violir and 
Organ,” and especially on the piano .and its predeces- 
sors -the clat chord and harps shord \ aluable ahap 
ters are those giving comparisons of Haydn, Mozart, 
and Beethoven, and on modern German opera. The 
“ Summary” chapters at the beginning of each “book,” 
would of themselves give the reader a good idea of the 
progress of the musical art. Copious indexes and 
tables are given to assist in finding any desired informa¬ 
tion, thus making it a valuable and convenient book of 
reference. A feature that many teachers have felt the 
need of, is the ehronological charts at the beginning of 
the volume. Of these there are four.—Wi F. Gates. 
We cordially recommend the Etude to every student 
of music. You caa i ford to be without such a valu¬ 
able r6sum6 of the experience of the first musicians of 
the land. This paper has done more to awaken in 
American people their capability for becoming a great 
musical nation than any other factor.‘ Take the Etude 
by all means. Maks a sacrifice and subscribe for it.— 
W. F. I. Staunton. 
Nebraska City, Neb., July 6th, 1891. 
Mr. Theodore Presser :— 
Dear Sir:—I am more and more charmed\with 
“Landon’s Reed Organ Method ’’ the more I look Hate 
it. It makes the study of music fascinating. I judge 
Mr. Landon to be an ideal instructor, and envy his 
pupils the advantages they enjoy. 
Respectfully 
K. H. M. 
Greencastle, Ind., Nov. 18th, 1891. 
Mr. Theodore Presser. 
n Philadelphia, Penna. 
* Dear Sir :—Having perused la few pages of the manu¬ 
script of the “Chats with Music Students,”. I have 
looked forward with interest to the publication, of the 
work. The book fully meets my expectations. It is 
replete with choice’ bits of information, showing the ex¬ 
tensive reading and research of the author. 
I am a great believer in the sentiments expressed 
nnder the head of “ Sketching.” In “ Taste ’’ and 
“ Expression,” one finds much that can be taken home 
for daily nBe. _ ' _ 
The note on care in practicing and giving undivided 
attention, shonld be heeded by every student. The 
anecdote of Mad. Schumann coming in here very appro¬ 
priately. His “Corher Moments,” “Teaching” and 
“Taking Lessons,” are full of good suggestions and 
advice. 
And so I might go on. Suffice it to say that the book 
shonld be in the hands, of every student of music. 
4 Sincerely, 
. James Hamilton Howe. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
SPlECffAILi JSOTICES. 
-•'..(Adi -»t • his heading, will be charged 20 cents a 
line, payable In advance.) 
The Landon’s Reed Organ Method arrived all right, 
and l am in raptures over it, my own delight being opiy 
equaled by that of my pupils. I am particularly pleased 
with the even grading and preparation for difficulties. 
I am snre that the author will have ■ the blessings of 
thousands of teachers who will find their reed organ 
work hereafter not a task but a pleasure.—Ethel 
Streeter. 
I have examined the Landon’s Reed Organ Method, 
nd find tl . it {j,.*. -j pic ce at many teachers have long 
been obliged to struggle over with difficulty—endeavor¬ 
ing to adapt piano meth ds t • *>.»» iost nine . entlrelj 
unfitted for them, or striving to overcome difficulties of 
pipe-organ music far children.—Mrs. E. E. Jems. 
I received & copy of W. S. B. Mathews’ “Popular His¬ 
tory of Music,” I anticipated much pleasure in the read¬ 
ing of Mr. Mathews’ work,and Sod it to 'be the best history 
of music that lias appeared in this country. One of -its' 
STUDENT of the American Conservatory of 
Music, Chicago, Ill., desires position as teacher 
of Pianoforte for September 1st. Best references. 
Address, Room 420, No. 181 53d St., Chicago, Ill. 
ANTED for September 1st, e position as teacher 
of Piano or Voice. Graduate of Conservatory. 
Several years of experience in teaching. Address, 
S, The Etude Office. 
GONDUCTORS OF CHORAL .SOCIETIES are re¬ 
quested to send for list of Cantatas, Part Songsr 
Orchestral Parts, etc., formerly belonging to a promi¬ 
nent Choral Society; for sale cheap. Address * 
SUMNER SALTER, 
26 West 16th St., New York City. 
aonncii./jj that Mr. Thomas % A/JE-take pleasure in ar 
,V.V . Tapper is engRge^to,teach in the. Bo,-"• '■ 
me School of Musio. He is so well known to^the 
readers of The Etude that the mention of his nameCvill 
create a general interest. ' 
Other eminent men will soon be added to the facility. 
TIMMiiE PlESSEis il®4 Gtesttart Si, PMSadteEpMa, Pa, Publish©!3 
Touch-aod Technic, Part li Touch and Technic. Part Ill. Price $1.00 
MASON"S\COMPLETE SCALES MASON’S SYSTEM OF ARPEGGIOS, 
MYTmiWALlY TREATED. RHYTHMICALLY TREATED, 
Mason’s Complete Scales, artistically treated, for securing Mason’s Arpeggios will contain his treatment of the 
the best possible results in Pianomrte Technics. With Diminished Seventh Chord and its Fourteen Changes. 
Application of Rhythm, Velocity, Canon, aM^a great variety These, by an ingenious device, develope a series of three 
of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness of Rt}n& Evenness hundred and sixty different arpeggios, and the manner of 
and Pearly Quality are Secured. forming them is so simple that it can be memorized by a 
The first part of Mason’s Technics, which his practichLex- child in a few minutes. They are to be taken with the hands 
perience as a Teacher led him to discover, was the fast form of^ singly, in direct and in reverse direction, and with both hands 
the Two-Finger Exercise. This he adopted from Liszt, but modi- together. 
fied the manner of playing it in such a way as made it a wholly This System, so Easy, so Simple, yet so Comprehensive, 
new exercise. The next was the application of Rhythm to the is one oiktiie best means of sharpening the Musical Percep- 
Scales, the immediate end sought being that of securing many tions of Pupils which has ever been invented in Pianoforte 
repetitions, and an absorption of attention which to a degree Technics. ' , 
conceals from careless pupils the length of time occupied in the It also has the advantage of Familiarizing the Pupil with 
practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more Complicated Arpeggio Forms, and with all parts of the 
active participation of the mind. These results followed so Keyboard, when in any other system he would still be occu- 
unmistakably that this part of the system attracted thb at- pied exclusively in elementary forms. For Manual Dexterity 
tention of all teachers in position to observe it. The first and for . Musical Perception, nothing so useful as these 
publication of these principles took place in 1868, in Mason exercises has ever been invented. 
and Hoadley’s New Method—a work prepared by Mr. Hoadley, Many teachers have been using them during the thirty years 
but declined by the publishers unless he could induce Dr. or more since Dr. Mason began to make them public. All who 
Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included in it. have given them a thorough trial agree that they^are Indis- 
MasoN’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his pensable, and that there is nothing else whatever that can take 
experience during more than thirty years in varying the their place and secure equal results with So Little Labor on 
applications of it, and in adapting it to the Meeds of Pupils the part of the PUPIL and the TEACHER. 
• Different €fradss Mason’s Arpeggios are Treated Rhythmically, in a great 
Not less interesting and important than the rhythmic princi- variety of ways, affording means of training, the Perceptions 
pies of scale practice, are the Variety of Scale Forms and of Rhythm, both in the matter of steady, reliable movement of 
Touches. . ^ the pulse and Measure, and in the Subdivision of Pulses, in 
Mason’s Scales are the First Considerable Addition to many different ways. There is nothing known in Piano- 
Technics in this direction since those of Tomaschek, of forte Technics which can take the place of this Rhythmic 
Prague, were first introduced in this country by Nathan Rich- Training, as here provided in Mason’s System, 
ardson, who. had them from Dreyschock. Mason’s Scales are The work is now Wholly New, scarcely a line of his former 
far more Varied and Musically Productive than those of work being contained in it. 
Tomaschek. The System contains sufficient Variety of forms Numerous illustrations of the various positions of the hand 
to carry a pupil .Through His Entire Musical Education, will form one of the features of this work. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation applied to Exercises is now so generally recognized by all teachers and virtuosi 
that every book of technics now contains more or less of it. Nevertheless, as Dr. ason was the original discoverer of the prin¬ 
ciple, no application -of it has been so ingenious and thorough as Ms. ", - . ' - 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the subject, representing the ripened musical experience of the distinguished author, 
who is a teacher and a. virtuoso by the Groce of God. 
The entire series of Touch and Technic comprises the Two-Finger Exercise, already published by us, Mason’s Arpeggios and 
Scales, herewith announced, and one other work, Octaves, of which later announcement will be made. They are printed in separate p 
volumes, in order to enable teachers who are still dependent upon some other system of technics, to add to their present stock the 
particular part of Mason’s System which they happen to need. Experience has shown that, teachers differ greatly in their estimation 
of the relative valne of the four elements in* Mason’s System, and the publication in separate volumes is intended tc enable every one 
to select the particular part he desires. l *. 
We have never offered teacheri more valuable works than these. ; . ‘ \ * 
Part IV School of Octave and Bravonra Playing. Annpuncement will be in dne time. ^ 'V 
\.'@§OFFER. . ■' §§ 
According to our custom, we will send, when published, Part H (Mason’s complete Scales), Part EH (Mason’s complete Arpeggios) and Part 
IV Sohool of Ootaves and Bravonra Playing, for 25_ets. each. To those ordering the three books, the privilege of including Two-Finger Exercises 
WmiWm, 
OKI PRESS 
Our Concert Grand Organs 
strqcted as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible. 
d< sign and voiced so tl at h j m • ; 
can be executed without difficulty, 
have no stops, but are so ✓eon- 
, tiful EffecWhytixo use of two levers 
away, with 4 complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
if the same as on a Piano. 
• v<3L 3 3 
320 and 322 South Tenth Street, and 
138 mi -7Walnut Stre fc, 
lEA-SOTOKfo IPAk. iusi c; Students 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER, 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND -STUDENTS. 
This book makes work easy for THE TEACHER—the young COffipSUQK 
especially— and the study of music clear and attractive for THE 
PUPIIi. It is a new departure and is a step in advance of any- JOUSlcisH 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells Winem, WSaeire and M®w mafaetr, should 
be studied or given in Theory, Teebnie asi The Piece, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
he young teacher. Bead what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
All profession, has to'say of the ork- ’ 
j^at “Me. E. M. 8epton, ' • 
,. “Dear Biri—I have received the copy of ‘Teacher’s Help and ™aP‘ I» J 
_ Y§L -Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it “hap. J11* 
Q B with interest and regard it as a very-useful work.—It—keeps con- ibducation: 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon America, 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute . Chap. VI, 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance Chap. VIII, 
seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and Quality of practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, by so wing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest Chap. X, 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable Parallel Sti 
results in pianoforte playing. - “ gion of Art, 
“ Yours sincerely, 
.“William Mason.” 
Address. , 
THEO, PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER 
The Specialist;- Chap, vii, The Amateur, 
Children. Chap, ix, Individuality in Art. ’ CONTENTS. 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 10, Song Without Words. 
Schumann, R., op. 88, No. 1, Melody. ! 
Schumann, R., op. 68, No. 2, Soldier’s March. ’ 
Behr, Fr., op. 503, No. 9, Bohemian Melody. 
Reinecke, C., Barcarolle. 
Otto, J., Innocence. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Waltz. 
Gurlitt, C., Sunshiny Morning. , 
Behr, Fr., op. 503, No. 13, Little Hungarian Melody. 
Behr, Fr., op. 503, No. 12, The Retreat. 
Reinecke, C., from the Thousand and One Nights. 
ICreutzer, Ed., op. 7. No. 8. Margaretha Polka Mazurka. 
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 8, The Fair. 
Heller, St., op. 47, No. 19, Cradle Song. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Rondo!etto. 
Gurli * p. 101, Nc 6, ilu) sberSont 
Behr, Fr., op. 575, No. 27, Gypsy March. 
St reiezki, A., op. 100, No. 10, Saltarello. 
Helier, St., op. 47, No. 4, Sunday Morning. 
Moelling, Xheo., Little Dreamer’s Waltz. 
Goerner, P., op. 2, In the Forest. 
TschaikowBki, Sweet Reverie. , 
Baumfelder, F., op. 288, Peasant's Dance. 
Remhold, H., op, 36, No. 1, The March of Fingall’a Men, 
Wolff, G.T., op. 25, No,ri0, Folk Song. , 
Wolff, G. T., op. 25, No. 11, Mill by the Brook. 
PRACTICAL' AMB.fp&EAglNG. 
By HUGH A. CLARICE, Mus. Duo. 
Pries $1.60' Postpaid. 
For a short time we, will offer the volume at a 
price, to cover paper and printing, feeling that when 
once introduced, a demand will be created. For 
35 cents we will send the volume postpaid, or 3 
copies for $1.00. The offer is .only good during way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
September. insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
~r~ the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from but eyetj piece in the work s the 
" THEODORE 3PR3SSSBR ~ result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
DP"CTIOXiX£»3E3!IIE3DE&., , - Address Publisher, ' _ 




SMevml XtedueiUm, in Quantities. 
» THEODORE PRESSER 
1704 CHESTMUT' ST.,. PHXLA. 
E SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
The inadequate remits from, technical exercises at the piano are well known to piano players, and form 
p*pat barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
the reasons of such uneo 
suite, and can now suppl; 
cost, a better and more d 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand 
0X UVJbXTX.,0.'...'J.-X<VAilX^'UXV.. 
Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them 
mg, ail piano players should -raafce themselves acquainted with its principle: 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, Jf, T. 
upon “Sensitive Piano Touch, and Yd ays and Means to its Acquire¬ 
ment,” sent free, on application to 
THE TEACHER’STeQHN ICON. 
- * pbics ssa-eso.- : ' 
8 . 
—i§ «> 1 “ 
: >, 
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WHAT-SHALL WE PLAY 
W^WWEW \ E„;E .. ; ■ ■:\A [R ! Ay; V'-'E ' ':.1E;.v< 
Bv Ci RL EEIJTEOKE. 
■T:RAR;?BUSES©5 
POCKET METRONOME 
IIQPLE. BKDffll BEST ffl» IBESPEIiSIll.' 
MUSICAL GAME 
I,'”.'"©IMS 0#* , 
owned mnaician and teacher to a lady, Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
-j 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consiiita of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the play era, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, 4c., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru- 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music taster; in fact, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming garde. , 
It teachesthe value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical tractions. 
- The easiest way to learn to read music. 
Yon learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Tim, devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure"--entirely a alike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this game .'a. while before beginning lessons 
Price. 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher^ 
THIO. MESSER, . 
1704 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
NKTURE •§• ©P HHRMOMY, 
By DrZHUGO RIEMANN. 
(Second Edition.) '' ■ \ MSI©!!,* SB ©fc 
An exposition of some modem ideas of Harmony. 
Price, Hiokel-plated, SO Cents, ISTet, Postpaid: 
By a A, MACQROIJS. . 
Among the many topics treated in this little pamphlet 
are “On a good touch,” “Repose in playing” “Magnetism 
m playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Mark© after the 
:: t ether with the 
True Tempo© of all the Dances. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
i. Address : g tt I 
§110. PRESSES, 1701 Chestnut it., PhiladVPa. 
@ff EMcaD Teraii- 
s®<a© T’jkihlim:© zdee'ibteheDo 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be m the possession of every person who studies music. 
I»B,IC3E3 S© CJJSSMT®. 
Address lf!H3E&®I3©63fE PBESffiUKp 
1704 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing, 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
THE ELEMENTS 
W, Ba i, MATHEWS. 
PRICE - - ~ - - $1.60. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability ox ihildren r • jere a id within the rang© t f he 
children’s minds. They are taken from the moat suc¬ 
cessful collections of this claBB of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The, pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the worlp, 
a few chapters on the object and manner 6f 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “ Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
Foi Classes oi Individuals, 
LIFE SIZE* .22 X 28 INCHES., 
Price $8.00. Postage and Tube, I© ©ti. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following are now ready;— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MBZAST, 
- WAGME1, HANDEL, OHOHN. 
- \ OTHEES TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced, ' The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
WILLIAM B. WAIT.. 
PRICE SO ©EDITS. 
A 1 repm m 4 m ** r te St - iy ©/ la t- m ony* 
A idress Pabfishcirj 
THEO. PRESSES, . 
■ - I Slid DELPHIA PA. 
A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STTOEMT, 
PRICE 35 CTS., PCSYP^IEB, 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The'object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important eYams 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Addre • Pub isher, 
THEODQEE PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
By W. SI. Tbbmab. 
. ate Mi tallow tj "< he Thai. 
BeLOVSo. DUET, 01.0®. 
1, mb i at # ^ Jr*i >1 wed rltl 
sella apd nips (< >"« * ^ 'tt» I 
Creates unbounded enthusi¬ 
asm wherever pla ed Jus® wba 
rc a wa ■* ‘'tn/ al -< ly so a 
... -i 5c • rtb —lo.« ’•t1 to A 
irand w la pair of 
ELOAR mUSIC 03., Mexico, Mo. 
COMPILED BY TEES. PRESSER 
S wfca iiolls tia 
. ftjaia pBece 
duet, mention this 
fiQllfl T1 TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
' -"v 1 . 
Introduction...-...... 
Kullak.) Op. 81. No. 3, Grandmother tells a Shuddering Tale, 
Mendelssohn. Op. 72 No. 8, KinderetUcke.... 
Schmidt. Op. 14. N®. 1, Sonatina..,.... 
Jadassohn. Op. 17. No. 3, GbUdrenta Dance......... 
IMabelli Op. 163. t Nt, .0........................................... ......... 
Bu rgm i;:ler. Op; 76. No. 1, Eondiletto.. 
Si arZOp. 136 No. 1, Sonatina, in 4 Hands.:. 
Hummel. Op. 62. Kondolstto..... 
Hayloft The.Pacha!*,........ 
Kuhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina...... 
Steibelt. Tcrkieh Hondo......... 
Clementi. Op. 36. No. 1, Sonatina....... 
KJerult.' Scharndno.-.,........ 
Greig. Op. 12.o_jNo. 7, Album Leaf.... 
Mia. Babbling Brook......•••••. 
Lichner. Op, 149_,No. 6, Sonatina.... 
ODusaek. Plough Boy.......... 
Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina.... 
Dussek. La Matinee.;.-....... .——.... 
Haydn. Sonatina in D  
Schumann. Slumber Song. 
Schumann. Nocturne..... 
Mendelssohn's Song Without Words. No. 1... 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 6...;. 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 3.... 
Schubert. Op. 78. Menuetto.. 
Beinecke; Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina.............. 
Chopin, Op. 9. No. S^Nfic-tanKs;.................. 
Address Publisher, ' 
- THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
PA0J8 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY ..NEW, 
Price, $1.60. By CHAS. W. LANDON. ForeljnTlngerlnf 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They art 
selected from the beBt composers. Each piece is o&pi 
onsly annotated, analyzed, and every possible helpjgiver 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces. are carefully graded. Every difficulty is firsi 
prepared in an easy and/attractive form. The Reec 
Organ Toncb is clearly explained (a hitherto neglectec 
Motes and by soch HaBidans as BSsv 
Wm. Season, Mr. Wm. X§:„ SEnerwoofll, 
* Mr. Albert SI, ffi'arsoias^et®.' 
It is conoise; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of fits great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most Srominent musicians in more than twenty different 
tales. It iB adopted as a standard work in most, of 
the Colleges in America. . Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00 ; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautifnl Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
“ Send for a Sample Copy, ■ 
- THEO. PRESSES!,. Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
wmmm 
NEAT ' AND SUBSTANTIAL 
OURQWN MAKE. 
-Price 7S Seats.. ■fS,0§ per iea§n,’lsy Impress, 
®Ms folio to without spring back or ornamental work. It is a 
l0lla la doth, with throe strings to tie the open ends. - . 
AaMm' 'THE®; PRESSES, PisiIa„B Pa. 
TEACHERS OF MUSIC As Applied to the Teaching ami, Practice of 
Voice and Instruments, 
- OfiiB Opsin ©Qpfannessr 8fh, 18011. 
A well-defined curriculum; systematic training 
broad education, p iding for thorough equip 
for the teacher’s profession. Teaching under sup 
sion. Lectures and ConCqjts by eminent men. Enti 
examinations required. Advanced Students on!] 
*’ "j tc >. - course Preparatorj Bep tin 
for those less advanced and beginners. 
For further information, address 
' .©m'-H, HOWffiD, 
$4 West Jutland Square, Boston, Mi 
FIVE'VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“On Teaching and Teaching Beform.” By A. B. Parsons and 
)tin Sternberg.... 25 eta 
1 < hall Pla 01 Insi Sdu itton in the Etc ne.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl' Beinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,.25 eta 
Kk sen ... Piano Ii jtrue ion foi * icher or) twill9 ... to,’.. 
He nas,.....eta 
Advic > feting Students oi P 1 oto *, A ollec > ol ’ n't 
60 rales for beginners. By Albert W, Boat, ........................10 cts 
Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore,.10 cts. 
ffla© Five sasat toy I [ail fas 5© „ 
Address Publisher; 
vhe®, PKE^sEUp ws<m (slD©8§BSffifi m.v 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
Author of “ Curiosities of Music,” “ History of German 
Song,-” etc. 
Tills Osarse is Adopted ail Used 
IN THE 
- GROVES’ DICTIONARY :Lessons in Musical History, 
, OF " ; ... 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. ■ ,011 OOMI'OBT ™MOE“- 
THe only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
A history of the rise, development, and prog¬ 
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly 
of the vocal side of the matter, the work gives a 
succinct account of the progress of German instru¬ 
mental music as well and contains biographies of 
Bach (father and sons) Handel, Haydn, Mozart, 
Schubert, Schumann, Franz, and many others, 
and an account of the chief German works in 
music. With it is incorporated. 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 




1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
. nd inlands ne Brown Cloth tit Tops I jrIn boxt B and 
l only In complete sets. This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for S Volumes, (including index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, - - = ' $2.50. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BEAUTIFUL AW INSTRUCTIVE. 
fS, Bfasle and BmI^hp® 
By CAMS* M ERZ, MUS. Dl. 
STEW, EASY AID PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
raphl- -CONTENTS. to',. - 
meral Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
musi- Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
*r the Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
— / Plea f< Music Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina : • 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
-Thp work la alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over _ .... .... 
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style. . A SPECIAL PRERflIURfi OFFER! 
-  f,.—-—-—. 1 lAw AAtUU.w 35 Subscriptions, a Four-Octave Organ. 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, - 161.60, Postpaid. 40 Subscriptions, a Fm,-Oot.,e Organ 
“ “. . “ 1887, - 1.60, *. . - 
; 1888, - 1.50, “ This is an excellent offer, and comes rarely for procuring 
“ 1889, - / 1.50, ‘ “ a good instrument, by procuring the hbove number ol 
Bound 11 “ 1886, X/ 2.60, “ subscriptions for tips journal, The organ is cheap only 
' ■ * 1887, - 2.50., “ in price; in workmanship, or quality of material used it it 
1888,' g> 2.50, “ the best. The names of the subscribers need not all be 
, 1889, - 2.50, “ sent in at one time, bnt begin, at once to interest, yoni 
Odd Back Numbers, Unbound, 75 cents per dozen, friends and pupils, and send in the subscriptions-as ] 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth ^of music li procure them’, bnt let ns kndw that yon are working for 
each year. . The various articles give a great amount of information the organ. When the required nnmber is proeurCd^ thC 
of j^rajanant value. It is a peculiarity of The JEtude that its- organ will be sent either byjreight or expreks at the 
Iare of substantial and lasting worth.. Address the Publishers » ,. . ,, . ■ v. pg " ....-to"; - .-.to 7 expense of the receivet.^toiThe orgaa istheoneknown 
• THEODORE PRESSER, | as the Carpenter Companion Organ, No. 2. A full db- 
• ■ jto.;-..-. -I scription "of it wiUbesehfc upon application. A warranty 
1704 Onestaiut Stereet, Philadelphia, Pa. for eight years is given with each instrument. r V-j 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leavesi” In this work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The hook 
has ve y s?r ex - eia js Addre a " 
A Musical Series for Young People 
8 Volumes in, One, 
CLOTH, ILLUSTBATBD 
FRAN HUN SQUARE, BOSTON 
Should send for one of our Now Illustrated Souvonir 
Cn nlogues—freo. 
GPESGAL ©GD0TAG3 3. 
1—Solid Ilohogany............. . ■ • - 
8— “ " ' beautifully finished 
5— “ Rosewood fine .• .. - .. ..... 
7— “ “ beautifully finished 
All Warranted not to Warp or Split. 
• , By J. O. PXLBMQBE.' . . 
Ib.00 
18.00 “Mr. Fillmore deserves the tnanlrs 'of the musical people for having 
be'aa written a very readable book on an interesting subject. 51 ° * Shorn 
isa.wbi pn intelligence rare among English writers on such topics-”—The No- 
l.«. New ' oi k. 
“We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly 
interesting and most useful to" all who desire to study the subject of 
which It treats.—The Athemewm, London,' England. ■ . 1 
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America. 
IB Present Fm Communications stsls spi Received: 
“As one.reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be 
made to contain so much good information.”—W. 8. Ps, Mathews, 
, “ It is worthy of very high commendationDa. W«. Mason. 
■ ■’ 1 . riyself in i sof prai king 
10.00 it.”—Dn. Louis Maas. 
“I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—Wei. 
16.00 H. Shed wood. 
“It is a mine of valuable information for the student,ana should be 
SO 00 in t*le hands of; everyone interested in music.”—H. Clarence Eddy. 
",w , “It is an extremoly well-written and inotructive work, end should, 
- .n my judgment, be in the hands of every earnest piano student.”— 
36 C 0 D me - Bi ok. 
“ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the 
' libif every fetu it of the plan S. cxta BivA-King 
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce 
itto ny 11 plls —Ssaii, 
o• “An excellent work.”—Amy Eav.^-^ 
By W, S. B. MATHEWS. 
With an introductory, containing an explanation of the 
principles of Phrasing and the technical means by 
by which it is accomplished. Price, $1.50. 
Mathews’ Phrasing is one of the most important and 
serviceable additions to»the apparatus of piano teaching 
and piano study that the press has recently put forth. It 
consists of selections from Haydn, Mozart, Heller and 
Schumann, carefully edited, and marked as' to periods, 
phrases and general divisions of the,pieces, in order to 
facilit mem ri ing T1 general obj ct influencing ■ ■ 
selection of the pieces contained in the work was the 
FORMATION OP A fine SINGING TONE and an artistic deliv¬ 
ery of melody. , It therefore formB a valuable supplement, 
or rather complement, to almost any book of studies having 
for its main object that of improving the execution. It 
goes particularly well with Loeschorn’s Etudes, opus 66. 
Mathews’ Phrasing has been received with even greater 
favor than was accorded to.his other work, and is now in 
use by hundreds of teachers and schools in all parts of the 
country. r It is in sheet music form, and retails at $1.00. 
Among the teachers recommending this work are Emil 
Liebling, Dr. Ziegfeld, Clarence Eddy, Fred. Boseovitz, 
Miss Ingersoll, Mme. Riv.. King, Mr. Wm. R. Sherwood, 
Mme. Carreno. Miss Ain;-' Fay, and very many others. 
PHII ADELP -l'" P V 
- J 01 ESTN « TREE f, 
BMw®!S Poelcat Hand Eifirslstif 
FOB IPXAlSriS'T'S. 
You press the button, , 
we do the rest'' 
(OB YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.) 
SACRED SQMGS IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS 
3By H. A. CLARKE, Mns. Does. 
Now Beady. .— 
i5lie@s,er my €!©& t© THk@©®5S Soprano or Tenor. 40c, 
uJfcp* mjpsm Preyalllimg Plea®99 Alto. 80e. 
XiT Press - ^ ■' 
AMi« with me®59 Alto. 
“They kaow.not what they i©®99 Soprano or Tenor, 
THIOD0IE PlESgIB, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., ' PHILADELPHIA, 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical band gymnasium 
' ' ' ... work. Weighs only 2 ounces, for prepsnng' the h 
Send for circular. 
G. HUBSOir BID WELL, 15 Gemrt St., UTICA, HT. Y, A .MONTHLY ^MAGAZINE 
COMPOSITIONS 0EGAII8TS AHD OEGAH STUBEITS 
BY ARTHUR FOOTE, 
Published by Arthur P. Schmidt, Boston. 
Smite 1m © mslmoFg and a dozen other piano pieces; 
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Tri© for 
piano, violin and ’cello; S®mata for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo- 
sition or n ce< and mail t << fei a! roic 3, with md 
without accompaniment; also Beremai© for piano (8. 
Brainard’s Sons); Hmmeres^m© for piano (Theodore 
Presser). ■ ^ 
PUPIL'S ISBBBH P0OK. 
Frbm the Von Billow Edition. ' 
, FiJtiCE @1.60. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Bit 
editions, which are 'published in sheet form, in f 
books. • This abridj id edition can be used in most ca 
for the complete work? Inly the most difficult and 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher^ v 
FlBiilTp ' 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILaSeLPHM^ 
THEO® PRESSED 




American conservatory ot Music, I. Nothing Succeeds Lilce SuccessJs 
CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
scially Design' Teachers of the Planes, Voice, 
Public St Music, Tht ry, Delsarte. 
Unsurpassed Advantage at Modern C; st. 
Send *’oi Catalogue. 
AMERICAN CONSERYATO 1 
ct sbcerbncs hall, 
1 abasl A euue £ id Jackson Street, Chicago. 01. 
J.. J. HATTSTATDTi Director. 
Meu Ymn (Eoeleee m fflysD©. 
A .EXANDEjR LAMBERT, Dlrec or. 
■ .*. pm®. 
Principal .'of Vocal Department. 
:'4;.4 All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most-eminent 
X _ ‘*X ®" _ The methods pursued in teaching are the latest, most 
...X.; *' progressive, and strictly in accordance with the greatest 
TheWew/Yorl College of Music, will remove European Conservatories. 
September 1st „ from 163 I 70*1 Street, to its _ 
new and handsome building, I2@ and 130 East 
SSth Street. . Free advantages offered to all pupils include instrue- 
XTX \ . ~ ~ tion in harmony, sight-reading, choral, oratorio, ensem- 
4M#f*i ; -' . u i ble, symphony and orchestral classes, admission to 
XjL mu.'concerts, lectures, and recitals, and, daily practice on 
4 Technicons. The Virgil Practice Claviers are exten- 
'LV**-/ '. sively used. 
lives 1 ss »aa jersonally, or by co respond tu», in'IKANs&cra&y 
©eramiteffpoimt, Cama and ffragsae, Musical Veras and 
©relaestraMGS , prepart 
most thorough end systematic courts. Composition!! revlcsd and 
eoEteqted. rmnamodexa i. Wires 
X©€lfHG 45 Slid 4Ss BURES BUDLEDBGIO, 
_ _gcirairaton, Fa.__ 
XXX.MATHEWS, 
X'V4f 01 PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
24© S. WAEMH ©H3K3A©©, ILL. ' 
8eom,1844433..3X34353533443:4:;XX:'©'44Xl34X33341l3f 
IP . MTER 
CktmseirvatoEy off Kraal©, llEwifina Yflasliimgtom ®ol» 
less. &. feeft• atoove'-oea lev©!; es 
<ffl©ll«latffial ©llamat©. MoaerfiMUrsife'6f,:ai.««lyJ;a'rto5€i5f©i63- 
training, Organ and Theory. Lectures, Concerts, Artiste’ Recitals 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger exercises discarded. Teclini- 
con and Practice Clavier used. Eend'for circulars. v-x ■ 
A; HA MAMOTBDESTTBB, Kmsflesal HMh>©©iS©i?. 'x , 
BSev. 3. XT. BABRM, IPnreoMenff. 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Kano Instruction; 
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two yonng ladiea. ao boarders in 
her family during the winter, who desire a thorough musical*edu¬ 
cation, with the advantages of a home. Address at Tier residence, 
ftf&E Cicciljimpy S(LP HJ®dQ©ddp E3obo. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, &c., 7~ 
•MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher of the 
After six years of rapid advancement the 
to-day stands pre-eminently at the head. The faculty is 
composed of 80 instructors1 that are recognized artists j 
the Conservatory is located on the most fashionable 
thoroughfare of the city of Philadelphia, and is fitted up 
in the most modern style, contains a large concert hall, 
private class-rooms, offices, etc. 
3602 Hamilton SI., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
B3D-W^.SS.X3 BAXTER PERSY. 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Lecture lecitals at dolleges end Senservafcories a Ipeeialty. 
it tress, 178 1* s ant St. Boston Ha .. 
£r, Peo make ai Anna ' ? tern ndSou era Too &om ie 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
■cat deals ig cit Is at 1 it time 
Normal training course for ..teachers Eight fr 
idholarships.. Pianos, Organs and Harps for practice, 
Send for new catalogue which contains portraits of 
the faculty, interior views of the Conservatory and full 
information about instruction, terms, etc. 
XCa HUBERT R.'COMBS, Dime top, 
3331 South “Broad Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last 'year. Total expense for obe 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $>300. 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 5, and April 5. 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. MOB, Director, 
OBERLIN OHIO. 
SJifrS &. ELMKE, Hu®. ®§®, 
In Harmony, Counterpoint 
and Composition. 
* nerlj ollin Institute and < t o s it, 5 
i stable > hi uc ss ai * ich i rill pen s enrsus ’ 
for training Piano teachers and Concert per- 
formers, on September the first, in 
. . . SAIL2S11, • 
a rising city, seat of Roanoke College, healthy, pictur¬ 
esque, cheap board, N. & W. R. B. 
5*51141®!*, @585. pi*® Tera®. 
;8 j f® v ra> in off Tft are® terns 
Positions secured. Apply to 
Dr. H. H. HAAS, Salem, Va. 
KAOS®. BSARY ©SSE©@§tY SiyMAY 
„ (Furrii on wirraAi iason) 
Instruct# Teachers and Students in the , 
“MASOI METHOD OT* TOUCH AID TEOH33TO.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Eli ite i >. Becitak adapted t general audiences < Musical A o- 
oiationa and Olassea of Students. 
Mdwas,; ‘n: e of Th j Etots. 
c p HOFFMAIOq-, ' 
DIRBOTOR OQNSERVATORT OF MUSIC, 
OXFORD QOLLEOE, OXFOBP8 ©HIO. 
Gives lessons by Correspondence In Harmony, Counterpoint and 
text-bo a. PI rom es- 
b ,>fe< 1 fo i v,i<" 'J principles ”• 1 t s practi« in con poa tto: 
and 5073* Main Street, Germantown 
EHUSKDAIi HHSTTS'irin'iriS AM® 
Wb&mim ^.<U®M@S]BWA'ir®IE’2' ®l* sresic, 
WARREN, OHIO,' gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free., 
jnumirrs ©AHA, s@©i?©!lasy. 
Private and Class Lesaeas in all Iraaelies of -Music. 
” INSTRUCTORS: 
?iano«—Rich. Zeckwer, R. Hehniq, Maurits Leefson, 
..12 oo Leland Howe, Hermann Mohr, Gustav Hille, 
........ i oo Martinus van Gelder, F. E. Cresson, Misses S. 
;;;;;;;; 2 go Sower, M; Ruthrauff, A. Smith, A. Sutor, L. 
.Each i oo ■ . Tiers, ' B. Davis, V. HiI^derson, Mrs. W. and J. 
Tiers. 
an®---David D. Wood, Leland Howe, F. Cresson. 
llEo—Gustav Hille, Martinus van Gelder, Rich. 
SCHMIDT. XX 
—Rudolph Hennig. 
aL-—Pasquale Rondinella, Mrs. Boioe- Hunsicker, 
Miss M. Kuneel, ; Peter Ma.rzen. 
©Ijo—R. Zeckwer, F. E. Cresson. 
„ __astloSo—R. Zeckwer. ... 34 :_4 ■ ; 
FRED. L. LAWRENCE, - iviusteaS Director. ....4"V-w/,: W T * ‘ ' W a ■ - __ ._ , - Mestra Jsstnunents,—H. L. Albrecht, E. Schmidt, 
„ ' _. G. Mueller. C. Plagemann, R. Hoppe. 
Courses in Piano 'andVoice Culture, Organ,!,Violin, Cornet,^Har- '* ■ 
. mony and Counterpoint. j: -  . 
Normal Coasa® for Mafic Teachera.5 Weekly Lecturea sad Muaicalea. 
NEW D'EPASTURE 
■■A Special-and Original Course for Learning the AKt'off. ;iif©rsi«sla» 
': / ■ ;?©a;' • 3. . * . - , • i . ■ , , 
•:;7®tzlae«a artists ^mrfEsg" ftlae r. 
- * y, Dai ^ < 4 Pi :tice 
ipervir ,. 
Sfiglst lieadiliig, and 
hu 
SSI FOB UiLUgt aUE. 
- A. K. FLAGS, A. M., Preside ut.''- 
Dana’s Practical Haiuiont.. 
Dj A ■’ \> 'I OS ’ GH > 
The Art of. FrsoEBiNa.^.......... 
Nationai Schooi CoiBNET . , 
Progressive Studies for Violin... 
Addre^ the Publishers, 
M&r.r/kH m m .'-iT®, 
^ . WARREN, 0H:0. 0- 
_ FI_Irvi _ fill _ _ _ 
OOISEEYAT0RI OF MUSK AID AIT 
Cl&verack, Columbia County, If. Y. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASlUb 
S jf Music. 
Puj ‘.d Orcht 
Solo, Duet, Trio, !Quortette,. Ensemble and 
Orato rio Work. 
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY. 
Re a, set Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply it 
JAMBS H. HOVE' D TOAST 
For Ci University 
, nt, AJ; 
Bov. f ; - 
lea. JL - ! ’ t,- 
B - r A Mills, Dsm of £•; , ■: _ Art.' 
BasausiS. Par?, 8. ‘V : Normal, School. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Harmony, Symphony, Onctrumcntal and Vocal Enccmblc, 
, i-•: »>!h.r ■ i-.:’"-- 
:Ccpcerlfo by Ti ichers and Puoils in our oiwe Skill, 
Piano and Organ Recitals. 
iriniiX®Krs 55^.5® 4® jjs®. 
’ rv'-'Xt F 1 ^ ^ 





1 EEE ra I I: 
frui. TSXSSSKSF^rrmm 
If- WL) iUr’ <'■*-> i'f- l':-' '.' f 
", ,, '•• )'%•■:<■ : ’ ■■■ 
The very best sayings on'’musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
Every teacher—every student—should own Musical 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 
& res . i rolum« . 1 m be > 1 3t Manufactory, Wakefield, 'Mass, 
embody the results 
of/41 years’ dose 
.attention to organ 
building,’ and over 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per- 
TT 1TUSIC is a universal language, When speech fails 
qJ , MUSIC begins. It is for ns to develop and un- 
* fold it, by instruction and cultivation. THE 
BRIGH3-S PIANO in a home is a real education, 
interpreting and making real the truest thoughts and 
highest ambitions. It is unequalled as an accompani¬ 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer for its 
excellent singing qualities; by the artist for it’s delicacy 
of touch and action and power of tone combined. Send 
for -illustrated catalogue. / //'V ■ , ' - 
GRAND AND UPRIGHT PIANOS, 
Send for. our illustrated ca talogue and book of testimonials, free to any address, 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs.’ / 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UMPORCHASED PRE-E y1N ENGS Author of “ Harmonic Notation,” (Theo. Presser, 
Pbila.), “ System of Tangible Music for Use. of the 
Blind” “Measure, Rhythm, and Form 
: The Normal Course is based upon the fundamental 
idea that, for the purpose of the development, discipline 
and information of the mind, and for teaching the learner 
hoi t think and o do I . mica ' dies in 5 isic * t as 
useful as any other brai ch, 
FEATURES OF THE BOOK. ' ' 
Clear, concise statements of facts and principles. 
It deals only with essentials. 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions, 
Courses and Steps. 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
The course is as clearly laid out as in any other branch 
of study. • 
Prm it3e bf ed ipon underSta djj of means as lied 
to ends. 
It permits the attention to be given to the hands in 
practice, and not to the pages. 
In schools, it will secure uniformity in the instruction 
given. * 1 . ’ 
It furnishes the bases for oral recitations and examina- 
tions, as in other subjects. 
- It is logical, systematic, thorough. ' 
It is a book for use by schools, teachers and students. 
Si, Toni, fortasMp, ai Bnilf! 
1 mtf Haao Mly WiroaM fbr 6 fes®, ' 
li. ICiiJkllE & 
IT, §4 E. SEStimox® 
148 Fifth Aw®., m@ar gOtk St.; . . MEW TOIK. 
81*7 FsMsoylwjaMle. Aw®., 'WAS111M©T€I*M, SB. <0. 
MUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS sup PRINTE Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan 
H Send for Ill uat rated Catalogue. 
